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Métodos	Monte	Carlo

• Son	métodos	para	realizar	cálculos	mediante	muestreos	aleatorios	que	serían	difíciles	de	
realizar	de	manera	analítica.

• Por	ejemplo	se	puede	determinar	el	valor	de		𝜋 mediante	el	siguiente	procedimiento
• Suponga	que	se	tiene	un	círculo	inscrito	en	un	cuadrado
• La	relación	de	áreas	sería:	 "#$%#
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• Por	lo	al	multiplicar	la	relación	de	áreas	por	4	obtendremos	el	valor	de	𝜋
• Si	a	partir	de	una	distribución	uniforme	generamos	puntos	al	azar	y	luego	contamos	el	
número	de	puntos	que	caen	dentro	del	círculo	tendríamos	una	aproximación	a	la	
relación	de	áreas	simplemente	dividiendo	el	número	de	puntos	que	cayeron	dentro	del	
círculo	entre	el	número	total	de	puntos

• A	medida	que	el	número	de	puntos	generados	tiende	a	infinito	la	relación	de	puntos	que	
caen	dentro	del	círculo	a	puntos	totales	converge	a	la	relación	de	áreas	



Integración	Montecarlo
• Se	puede	determinar	la	integral	∫ 𝑓(𝑥)4

5 mediante	un	método	Monte	Carlo	
simple	si	generamos	valores	aleatorios	de	x	entre	a	y	b,	por	cada	valor	𝑥6	
determinamos	el	área	de	un	rectángulo	 𝑏 − 𝑎 𝑓(𝑥6)
• En	la	medida	en	que	el	número	de	valores	aleatorios	de	x	tiende	a	infinito,	
el	promedio	de	las	áreas	tiende	a		∫ 𝑓(𝑥)4

5
• Esto	condicionado	a	que	los	valores	aleatorios	de	x	se	distribuyan	
uniformemente



Integración	Monte	Carlo	mas	general

• El	método	expuesto	en		la	lámina	anterior	solo	funciona	si	los	valores	
aleatorios	generados	se	distribuyen	uniformemente	entre	a	y	b
• Sin	embargo	el	método	se	puede	generalizar	de	manera	que	los	valores	
aleatorios	provengan	de	una	distribución	arbitraria
• En	lugar	de	hacer	un	promedio	simple	de	las	áreas	relacionadas	a	las	
muestras	aleatorias	se	realiza	un	promedio	ponderado	de	manera	que	a	
cada	muestra	se	le	asigna	un	peso,	así	en	lugar	de	𝑓(𝑥6) usamos										
; <$
= <$

= 𝑤6𝑓(𝑥6) donde	𝑃(𝑥6) es	la	probabilidad	de	generar	la	muestra	
𝑥6	y			𝑤6 es	el	peso	de	la	i-ésima muestra
• A	la	pareja	conformada	por	la	muestra	y	su	peso	se	le	denomina	partícula
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Integración	Monte	Carlo	mas	general
• Las	muestras	con	mayor	probabilidad	de	ser	generadas	serán	mas	
numerosas	y	sesgaran	el	promedio
• Para	contrarrestar	ese	efecto	se	asigna	un	peso	a	la	muestra	de	manera	
que	las	muestras	de	regiones	de	mayor	densidad	tengan	menor	
importancia	(peso)	que	aquellas	donde	el	número	de	muestras	es	menor



Importance Sampling

• Deseamos	determinar	el	valor	esperado	de	una	variable	aleatoria	Y	o	de	una	
función	f	de	la	variable	aleatoria
• Si	contamos	con	un	buen	número	de	muestras	generadas	conforme	a	la	función	
de	distribución	p(y)	podríamos	simplemente	calcular	la	media	muestral
• A	veces	es	difícil	generar	muestras	de	acuerdo	a	la	función	de	distribución	p(y)
• En	“importance sampling”	en	lugar	de	generar	muestras	conforme	a	la	función	de	
distribución	p(y)	se	generan	a	partir	de	otra	denominada	“importance
distribution”	q(y)
• Para	corregir	el	efecto	de	generar	las	muestras	a	partir	de	una	distribución	
distinta	y	se	asignan	pesos	a	las	muestras
• La	estimación	se	hace	entonces	como	un	promedio	ponderado	de	las	muestras



Importance sampling
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1. (Sample) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample y(i) ⇠ p(y).
2. (Estimate) Compute the sample average to obtain the Monte

Carlo estimate EMC of the expected value:

EMC ,
1
N

NX

i=1

f (y(i)) (1)

We let y(i) denote the ith sampled value and for consistency in ter-
minology, wewill refer to these sampled values as ‘‘particles’’ from
now on. By the law of large numbers, as the number N of particles
approaches infinity, this estimate will converge almost surely1 to
the true value (Robert & Casella, 2004). A limitation of this proce-
dure is that we need to be able to sample particles according to
the distribution p, which is not always possible or efficient. Impor-
tance sampling circumvents this limitation, allowingparticles to be
drawn froman arbitrary ‘‘instrumental distribution’’ q. These parti-
cles are thenweighted to correct for the fact theywere drawn from
q and not the target distribution p. Importance sampling relies on
the simple algebraic identity a = a

b ⇥ b to derive the following
importance sampling fundamental identity (Robert & Casella, 2004):

Ep[f (Y )] =
Z

p(y)
q(y)

q(y)f (y) dy = Eq[w(Y )f (Y )],

where we define the importance weight as w(y) = p(y)
q(y) . Thus, the

expected value of f (Y ) under the target distribution p is identical
to the expected value of the product w(Y )f (Y ) under the instru-
mental distribution q. The instrumental distribution can be chosen
for ease of sampling, or to increase the efficiency of the estimate
(as shown in the example below). The only restriction on q is that,
in the range where f (y) 6= 0, q should have the same support as p
(i.e. whenever p assigns non-zero probability to a value y, q should
do so also, so q(y) > 0 whenever p(y) > 0). More compactly, we
can state this requirement as: if f (y)p(y) 6= 0, then q(y) > 0. An IS
estimate of the expected value of f (Y ) under p is thus obtained by
generating a sample from q and computing a weighted average, as
in the following algorithm:

Algorithm 2. Importance sampling for an expected valueEp[f (Y )]
1. (Sample) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample y(i) ⇠ q(y).
2. (Weight) For i = 1, . . . ,N , compute the importance weight

w(i) = p(y(i))
q(y(i))

.
3. (Estimate) Compute a weighted average to obtain the IS

estimate:

E IS ,
1
N

NX

i=1

w(i)f (y(i)). (2)

As for basic Monte Carlo estimation, the law of large numbers
assures that E IS convergences to Ep[f (Y )] as the number of
particles approaches infinity (Robert & Casella, 2004).

It should be stressed that IS is aMonte Carlo integrationmethod,
which can be used to approximate expected values of random
variables. It is not amethod to directly generate samples according
to the target distribution. However, we can generate samples
which are approximately distributed according to the target
distribution by resampling particles with replacement from the
set of particles, where we sample a particle y(i) with a probability
proportional to the importance weight w(y(i)). This importance

1 Almost sure convergence means that the probability that the esti-
mate is identical to the true value approaches 1 as N approaches infinity,
i.e., p(limN!1 1

N

PN
i=1 f (y

(i)) = Ep(f (Y ))) = 1.

Fig. 2. Probability estimationwith importance sampling. The locations of the black
bars represent particle values (y(i)) and the height of the black bars represents the
corresponding weights (w(i)). The broken and dotted lines represent two different
estimates of probabilities from these particles. The broken lines involve smaller
regions which each include a single particle, while the dotted lines involve larger
regionswhich includemultiple particles. Small changes to the bounds of the regions
would leave the estimates unchanged as long as the same particles fall within each
region.

sampling resampling algorithm, which will be discussed in
more detail later, can provide an ‘‘empirical’’ approximation to
the distribution p (in the sense that we use a finite random
sample drawn from p to approximate p, just like a histogram of
observations from an experiment approximates the distribution of
possible observations that could be made in that experiment). We
can also use IS to compute any probability within the distribution
p. For instance, ifwewant to compute the probability that the value
of Y is between a and b, we can use IS with the indicator function
f (y) = I(a � y � b), where the indicator function I equals 1 when
its argument is true and 0 otherwise. We can do this as it is easy
to show that the required probability equals the expected value
of this indicator function: p(a � Y � b) = Ep[I(a � y � b)].
In practice, the estimated probability is then simply the sum of
the importance weights of the particles that lie between a and
b. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. A few remarks are in order. Firstly,
while the estimated probabilities are unbiased, in practice, we can
only estimate the probability if at least one particle falls within the
interval. Secondly, given a set of particles, we can vary the bounds
of the interval in between the particles and we will obtain the
same estimates, because if two regions capture the same subset
of particles, the sum of the weights of those particles will also be
identical. Finally, to obtain a precise estimate of a probability, it is
wise to tailor the importance distribution to sample solely in the
required region, as will be shown in the following example.

1.1. Example: computing the tail probability of the Ex-Gaussian
distribution

The ex-Gaussian distribution is a popular distribution to model
response times (Van Zandt, 2000). The ex-Gaussian distribution
is defined as the sum of an exponential and normal (Gaussian)
distributed variable, and has three parameters: µ, � , and ⌧ , which
are respectively the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian
variable, and the rate of the exponential variable. See Fig. 3 for an
example of an ex-Gaussian distribution.

Suppose that for a certain person the distribution of completion
times for a task approximately follows an ex-Gaussian distribution
with parameters µ = 0.4, � = 0.1 and ⌧ = 0.5, and that
we want to know on how many trials that person would fail to
complete the task within a time limit of 3 s. Looking at Fig. 3,
we can already see that the probability of non-completion is
rather small. As the ex-Gaussian distribution is relatively easy to
draw samples from, we can use basic Monte Carlo integration
(Algorithm 1) to approximate this probability. With a sample size
of N = 2000, this gave an estimate p(Y � 3) ⇡ 0.0040. Compared
to the true value, p(Y � 3) = 0.0056, this estimate is too
low by 28.93%. Basic Monte Carlo integration fails here because
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a generic particle filter (after Doucet et al., 2001a). Standing at time t , we have a set of weighted particles {�(i)
0:t ,W

(i)
t�1} representing the

prior distribution at t . Each particle �
(i)
0:t is a multidimensional variable which represents the whole path of the latent state from time 0 up to the current time point t , such

that each dimension represents the value of the state at a particular time point. The location of the dots in the graph reflect�(i)
t , the value of the state at the current time point,

i.e. the dimension of each particle reflecting the current state. The size of each dot reflects the weightW (i)
t�1 (‘‘prior at t’’). In the reweight step, the weights are updated toW (i)

t

partly as a function of p(yt |�(i)
t ), the likelihood of observation yt according to each sampled state value �

(i)
t (solid line). The resulting set {�(i)

0:t ,W
(i)
t } of weighted particles

approximates the posterior distribution (‘‘posterior at t’’) of the latent state paths. The resampling step duplicates values �
(i)
0:t with high weights W (i)

t , and eliminates those
with low weights, resulting in the set of uniformly weighted particles {�̃(i)

0:t , W̃
(i)
t = 1/N} which is approximately distributed according to the posterior (second ‘‘posterior

at t’’). In the propagate step, values of states �
(i)
t+1 at the next time point are sampled and added to each particle to account for state transitions, forming a prior distribution

for time t + 1 (‘‘prior at t + 1’’). Thus, at each new time point, the particles grow in dimension because the whole path of the latent state now incorporates the new time
point as well. The particles are then reweighted in response to the likelihood of the new observation yt+1 to approximate the posterior distribution at t + 1 (‘‘posterior at
t + 1’’), etc.

between the particles, and the term ‘‘interacting particle filters’’
was coined by Del Moral (1996), who showed how the method
relates to techniques used in physics to analyze the movement of
particles.

Particle filters have successfully solved difficult problems in
machine learning, such as allowing robots to simultaneously map
their environment and localize their position within it (Monte-
merlo, Thrun, Koller, & Wegbreit, 2002), and the automated track-
ing of multiple objects in naturalistic videos (Isard & Blake, 1998;
Nummiaro, Koller-Meier, & Gool, 2003). More recently, particle fil-
ters have also been proposed asmodels of human cognition, for in-
stance how people learn to categorize objects (Sanborn, Griffiths,
& Navarro, 2010), how they detect and predict changes (Brown &
Steyvers, 2009) aswell asmake decisions (Yi, Steyvers, & Lee, 2009)
in changing environments.

The aim of this tutorial is to provide readers with an accessible
introduction to particle filters and SMC. We will discuss the foun-
dations of SMC, sequential importance sampling and resampling,
in detail, using simple examples to highlight important aspects of
these techniques. We start with a discussion of importance sam-
pling, which is a Monte Carlo integration technique which can be
used to efficiently compute expected values of random variables,
including expectations regarding the posterior probabilities of la-
tent states or parameters. We will then move on to sequential im-
portance sampling, an extension of importance sampling which
allows for efficient computation in sequential inference prob-
lems. After introducing resampling as a means to overcome some
problems in sequential importance sampling, we have all the in-
gredients to introduce a generic particle filter. After discussing
limitations and extensions of SMC, we will conclude with a more
complex example involving the estimation of time-varying learn-
ing rates in a probabilistic category learning task.

1. Importance sampling

Importance Sampling (IS) is a Monte Carlo integration tech-
nique. It can be used to efficiently solve high-dimensional in-
tegration problems when analytical solutions are difficult or

unobtainable. In statistics, it is often used to approximate expected
values of random variables, which is what we will focus on here. If
we have a sample of realizations of a random variable Y , we can
estimate the expected value by computing a sample average. We
do this when we have data from experiments, and it is also the
idea behind basic Monte Carlo integration. Importance sampling is
based on the same idea, but rather than sampling values from the
true distribution of Y , values are sampled from a different distribu-
tion, called the importance distribution. Sampling from a different
distribution can be useful to focus more directly on the estimation
problem at hand, or if it is problematic to sample from the target
distribution. To correct for the fact that the samples were drawn
from the importance distribution and not the target distribution,
weights are assigned to the sampled values which reflect the dif-
ference between the importance and target distribution. The final
estimate is then a weighted average of the randomly sampled val-
ues.

Suppose wewish to compute the expected value of an arbitrary
function f of a random variable Y which is distributed according to
a probability distribution p:

Ep[f (Y )] ,
Z

f (y)p(y) dy.

This is just the usual definition of an expected value (we use Ep
to denote an expectation of a random variable with distribution
p, and the symbol , to denote ‘is defined as’). The function f
depends on what we want to compute. For instance, choosing
f (y) = ywould result in computing the mean of Y , while choosing
f (y) = (y � Ep[f (Y )])2 would result in computing the variance
of Y . It is often not possible to find an analytical solution to the
integral above, in which case we have to turn to some form of
numerical approximation. A basic Monte Carlo approximation is to
draw a number of independent samples from p and then compute
a sample average from these random draws:

Algorithm 1. Basic Monte Carlo integration for an expected value
Ep[f (Y )]



Importance Sampling

• Es	un	método	de	integración	numérica
• Se	puede	usar	para	estimar	valores	esperados
• Se	puede	usar	para	cálculo	de	probabilidades

• La	función	indicadora	que	regresa	1	si	se	cumple	la	condición	y	0	si	no	se	
cumple
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1. (Sample) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample y(i) ⇠ p(y).
2. (Estimate) Compute the sample average to obtain the Monte

Carlo estimate EMC of the expected value:

EMC ,
1
N

NX

i=1

f (y(i)) (1)

We let y(i) denote the ith sampled value and for consistency in ter-
minology, wewill refer to these sampled values as ‘‘particles’’ from
now on. By the law of large numbers, as the number N of particles
approaches infinity, this estimate will converge almost surely1 to
the true value (Robert & Casella, 2004). A limitation of this proce-
dure is that we need to be able to sample particles according to
the distribution p, which is not always possible or efficient. Impor-
tance sampling circumvents this limitation, allowingparticles to be
drawn froman arbitrary ‘‘instrumental distribution’’ q. These parti-
cles are thenweighted to correct for the fact theywere drawn from
q and not the target distribution p. Importance sampling relies on
the simple algebraic identity a = a

b ⇥ b to derive the following
importance sampling fundamental identity (Robert & Casella, 2004):

Ep[f (Y )] =
Z

p(y)
q(y)

q(y)f (y) dy = Eq[w(Y )f (Y )],

where we define the importance weight as w(y) = p(y)
q(y) . Thus, the

expected value of f (Y ) under the target distribution p is identical
to the expected value of the product w(Y )f (Y ) under the instru-
mental distribution q. The instrumental distribution can be chosen
for ease of sampling, or to increase the efficiency of the estimate
(as shown in the example below). The only restriction on q is that,
in the range where f (y) 6= 0, q should have the same support as p
(i.e. whenever p assigns non-zero probability to a value y, q should
do so also, so q(y) > 0 whenever p(y) > 0). More compactly, we
can state this requirement as: if f (y)p(y) 6= 0, then q(y) > 0. An IS
estimate of the expected value of f (Y ) under p is thus obtained by
generating a sample from q and computing a weighted average, as
in the following algorithm:

Algorithm 2. Importance sampling for an expected valueEp[f (Y )]
1. (Sample) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample y(i) ⇠ q(y).
2. (Weight) For i = 1, . . . ,N , compute the importance weight

w(i) = p(y(i))
q(y(i))

.
3. (Estimate) Compute a weighted average to obtain the IS

estimate:

E IS ,
1
N

NX

i=1

w(i)f (y(i)). (2)

As for basic Monte Carlo estimation, the law of large numbers
assures that E IS convergences to Ep[f (Y )] as the number of
particles approaches infinity (Robert & Casella, 2004).

It should be stressed that IS is aMonte Carlo integrationmethod,
which can be used to approximate expected values of random
variables. It is not amethod to directly generate samples according
to the target distribution. However, we can generate samples
which are approximately distributed according to the target
distribution by resampling particles with replacement from the
set of particles, where we sample a particle y(i) with a probability
proportional to the importance weight w(y(i)). This importance

1 Almost sure convergence means that the probability that the esti-
mate is identical to the true value approaches 1 as N approaches infinity,
i.e., p(limN!1 1

N

PN
i=1 f (y

(i)) = Ep(f (Y ))) = 1.

Fig. 2. Probability estimationwith importance sampling. The locations of the black
bars represent particle values (y(i)) and the height of the black bars represents the
corresponding weights (w(i)). The broken and dotted lines represent two different
estimates of probabilities from these particles. The broken lines involve smaller
regions which each include a single particle, while the dotted lines involve larger
regionswhich includemultiple particles. Small changes to the bounds of the regions
would leave the estimates unchanged as long as the same particles fall within each
region.

sampling resampling algorithm, which will be discussed in
more detail later, can provide an ‘‘empirical’’ approximation to
the distribution p (in the sense that we use a finite random
sample drawn from p to approximate p, just like a histogram of
observations from an experiment approximates the distribution of
possible observations that could be made in that experiment). We
can also use IS to compute any probability within the distribution
p. For instance, ifwewant to compute the probability that the value
of Y is between a and b, we can use IS with the indicator function
f (y) = I(a � y � b), where the indicator function I equals 1 when
its argument is true and 0 otherwise. We can do this as it is easy
to show that the required probability equals the expected value
of this indicator function: p(a � Y � b) = Ep[I(a � y � b)].
In practice, the estimated probability is then simply the sum of
the importance weights of the particles that lie between a and
b. This is illustrated in Fig. 2. A few remarks are in order. Firstly,
while the estimated probabilities are unbiased, in practice, we can
only estimate the probability if at least one particle falls within the
interval. Secondly, given a set of particles, we can vary the bounds
of the interval in between the particles and we will obtain the
same estimates, because if two regions capture the same subset
of particles, the sum of the weights of those particles will also be
identical. Finally, to obtain a precise estimate of a probability, it is
wise to tailor the importance distribution to sample solely in the
required region, as will be shown in the following example.

1.1. Example: computing the tail probability of the Ex-Gaussian
distribution

The ex-Gaussian distribution is a popular distribution to model
response times (Van Zandt, 2000). The ex-Gaussian distribution
is defined as the sum of an exponential and normal (Gaussian)
distributed variable, and has three parameters: µ, � , and ⌧ , which
are respectively the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian
variable, and the rate of the exponential variable. See Fig. 3 for an
example of an ex-Gaussian distribution.

Suppose that for a certain person the distribution of completion
times for a task approximately follows an ex-Gaussian distribution
with parameters µ = 0.4, � = 0.1 and ⌧ = 0.5, and that
we want to know on how many trials that person would fail to
complete the task within a time limit of 3 s. Looking at Fig. 3,
we can already see that the probability of non-completion is
rather small. As the ex-Gaussian distribution is relatively easy to
draw samples from, we can use basic Monte Carlo integration
(Algorithm 1) to approximate this probability. With a sample size
of N = 2000, this gave an estimate p(Y � 3) ⇡ 0.0040. Compared
to the true value, p(Y � 3) = 0.0056, this estimate is too
low by 28.93%. Basic Monte Carlo integration fails here because



Ejemplo
• La	distribución	exgausiana es	popular	para	modelar	tiempos	de	respuesta,	
se	define	como	la	suma	de	una	gaussiana	y	una	exponencial.
• Considere	una	exgaussiana con	parametros 𝜎 = 0.1, 𝜇 = 0.4, 𝜏 = 0.5	
• Se	desea	determinar	el	número	de	intentos	fallidos	que	una	persona	
realizara	para	realizar	cierta	tarea	en	3	segundos
• Si	extraemos	muestras	directamente	de	la	exgaussiana y	aplicamos	Monte	
Carlo	simple,	con	N=2000	muestras	obtenemos	un	estimado	de	p(Y>=3)	de	
0.004,	que	comparado	con	el	valor	real	de	0.0056	podemos	concluir	que	se	
necesitarían	muchas	mas	muestras	para	obtener	un	resultado	satisfactorio
• Si	en	cambio	utilizamos	Importance Sampling usando	como	importance
distribution a	una	exgaussiana que	comience	en	3	en	lugar	de	en	0	con	
N=2000	muestras	se	obtiene	un	valor	estimado	de	p(Y>=3)	de	0.0055
• En	conclusión	con	Importance sampling se	requieren	generar	menos	
muestras	y	por	tanto	realizar	menos	cálculos	y	es	entonces	mas	eficiente.



SIS	(Sequential Importance Sampling)	y	la	inferencia	bayesiana	en-línea

• A	veces	necesitamos	inferir	parámetros	de	un	modelo	estadístico	
secuencialmente	después	de	recibir	una	nueva	medición
• Desde	el	enfoque	bayesiano,	esto	quiere	decir	que	queremos	calcular	
una	secuencia	de	distribuciones	posteriores

• Para	estimar		𝑝(𝜃|𝑦N:P)mediante	importance sampling,	necesitamos	
una	importance distribution 𝑞P(𝜃) para	generar	una	muestra	de	
partículas	y	luego	calculamos	sus	pesos	de	acuerdo	a

• Observe	que	el	cálculo	del	peso	de	cada	partícula	i	en	el	tiempo	t	
requiere	de	toda	la	historia	de	observaciones
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Fig. 4. Distribution of estimates of the tail probability for an Ex-Gaussian distribution using basic Monte Carlo integration, importance sampling with a shifted exponential
distribution, and importance sampling with a truncated Normal distribution. The dotted lines show the true value of the tail probability. Each estimator used N = 2000
particles and distributions were obtained by applying each estimator repeatedly for 1000 times.

as the normalizing constant cancels out in the computation of the
self-normalizedweights.3 So, when using self-normalizedweights,
the target distribution only has to be known up to the normalizing
constant.

2. Sequential importance sampling and online Bayesian infer-

ence

We often need to infer unknown parameters of a statistical
model sequentially after each new observation comes in. Such on-
line inference is crucial in a wide range of situations, including
adaptive design of experiments (e.g., Amzal, Bois, Parent, & Robert,
2006; Myung, Cavagnaro, & Pitt, 2013) and real-time fault diag-
nosis in nuclear power plants. From a Bayesian viewpoint, this
means we want to compute a sequence of posterior distributions
p(✓ |y1), p(✓ |y1:2), . . . , p(✓ |y1:t), where y1:t = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) de-
notes a sequence of observations, and ✓ a vector of parameters.
To approximate such a posterior distribution p(✓ |y1:t) with im-
portance sampling, we need an importance distribution qt(✓) to
generate an importance sample of particles, and compute the im-
portance weights

w
(i)
t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)

qt(✓ (i))
.

While we could generate a fresh importance sample at each point
in time, this will usually increase the computational burden at
each consecutive time point, as at each time we would have to
browse the whole history of observations to compute the impor-
tance weights. Moreover, when tracking an evolving latent state
over time, wewould also have to generate larger and larger impor-
tance samples as, at each time point, we would have to sample the
whole trajectory of the latent state thus far. For real-time applica-
tions, it is important to devise an algorithmwith an approximately
fixed computational cost at each timepoint. Sequential importance
sampling (SIS) serves this purpose. In addition, by using informa-
tion fromprevious observations and samples, SIS can providemore
efficient importance distributions than a straightforward applica-
tion of IS.

A key idea in SIS is to compute the importance weights
incrementally, by multiplying the importance weight at the

3 This is shown as

NX

i=1

p(y(i) |x)
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

NP
j=1

p(y(i) |x)
q(y(i))

=
NX

i=1

1
p(x)

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

1
p(x)

NP
j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

=
NX

j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

NP
j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

.

previous time t � 1 by an incremental weight update a(i)
t . It is

always possible to formulate the importance weights in such a
form by trivially rewriting the importance weights above as

w
(i)
t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)qt�1(✓

(i))

p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)qt(✓ (i))

p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

qt�1(✓ (i))

= a(i)
t w

(i)
t�1, (6)

where we define the incremental weight update as

a(i)
t ,

p(✓ (i)|y1:t)
p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

⇥ qt�1(✓
(i))

qt(✓ (i))
. (7)

This is of course not immediately helpful, as we still need to com-
pute p(✓ (i)|y1:t) and qt(✓ (i)) in full at each time point. However,
there are some important cases where we can simplify the incre-
mental weight update further. In this section, we will focus on one
such case, involving on-line inference of time-invariant parame-
ters. This will help to illustrate the basics of SIS and its main short-
coming. We will see that while sequential importance sampling is
computationally efficient, allowing one to approximate the distri-
butions of interest sequentially without having to revisit all pre-
vious observations or completely redraw the whole importance
sample, the performance of SIS degrades over time because after
a large number of iterations, all but one particle will have negli-
gible weight. After introducing resampling as a way to overcome
this problem of ‘‘weight degeneracy’’, we then return to a second
important application of SIS, namely the inference of latent states
in state-space models. Combining SIS with resampling provides us
with a recipe for a particle filter which is highly effective for these
applications.

2.1. Sequential importance sampling for time-invariant parameters

We will now focus on the problem of computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(✓ |y1:t), t = 1, . . . , T for a vector
of unknown parameters ✓ . Assuming the observations are
conditionally independent given the parameters, we can express
each of these posteriors through Bayes’ theorem as

p(✓ |y1:t) =
p(✓)

tQ
i=1

p(yi|✓)

p(y1:t)
.

In this case, the left-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to

p(✓ (i)|y1:t)
p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

= p(yt |✓ (i))p(yt |y1:t�1)
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Fig. 4. Distribution of estimates of the tail probability for an Ex-Gaussian distribution using basic Monte Carlo integration, importance sampling with a shifted exponential
distribution, and importance sampling with a truncated Normal distribution. The dotted lines show the true value of the tail probability. Each estimator used N = 2000
particles and distributions were obtained by applying each estimator repeatedly for 1000 times.

as the normalizing constant cancels out in the computation of the
self-normalizedweights.3 So, when using self-normalizedweights,
the target distribution only has to be known up to the normalizing
constant.

2. Sequential importance sampling and online Bayesian infer-

ence

We often need to infer unknown parameters of a statistical
model sequentially after each new observation comes in. Such on-
line inference is crucial in a wide range of situations, including
adaptive design of experiments (e.g., Amzal, Bois, Parent, & Robert,
2006; Myung, Cavagnaro, & Pitt, 2013) and real-time fault diag-
nosis in nuclear power plants. From a Bayesian viewpoint, this
means we want to compute a sequence of posterior distributions
p(✓ |y1), p(✓ |y1:2), . . . , p(✓ |y1:t), where y1:t = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) de-
notes a sequence of observations, and ✓ a vector of parameters.
To approximate such a posterior distribution p(✓ |y1:t) with im-
portance sampling, we need an importance distribution qt(✓) to
generate an importance sample of particles, and compute the im-
portance weights

w
(i)
t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)

qt(✓ (i))
.

While we could generate a fresh importance sample at each point
in time, this will usually increase the computational burden at
each consecutive time point, as at each time we would have to
browse the whole history of observations to compute the impor-
tance weights. Moreover, when tracking an evolving latent state
over time, wewould also have to generate larger and larger impor-
tance samples as, at each time point, we would have to sample the
whole trajectory of the latent state thus far. For real-time applica-
tions, it is important to devise an algorithmwith an approximately
fixed computational cost at each timepoint. Sequential importance
sampling (SIS) serves this purpose. In addition, by using informa-
tion fromprevious observations and samples, SIS can providemore
efficient importance distributions than a straightforward applica-
tion of IS.

A key idea in SIS is to compute the importance weights
incrementally, by multiplying the importance weight at the

3 This is shown as

NX

i=1

p(y(i) |x)
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

NP
j=1

p(y(i) |x)
q(y(i))

=
NX

i=1

1
p(x)

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

1
p(x)

NP
j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

=
NX

j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

NP
j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

.

previous time t � 1 by an incremental weight update a(i)
t . It is

always possible to formulate the importance weights in such a
form by trivially rewriting the importance weights above as

w
(i)
t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)qt�1(✓

(i))

p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)qt(✓ (i))

p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

qt�1(✓ (i))

= a(i)
t w

(i)
t�1, (6)

where we define the incremental weight update as

a(i)
t ,

p(✓ (i)|y1:t)
p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

⇥ qt�1(✓
(i))

qt(✓ (i))
. (7)

This is of course not immediately helpful, as we still need to com-
pute p(✓ (i)|y1:t) and qt(✓ (i)) in full at each time point. However,
there are some important cases where we can simplify the incre-
mental weight update further. In this section, we will focus on one
such case, involving on-line inference of time-invariant parame-
ters. This will help to illustrate the basics of SIS and its main short-
coming. We will see that while sequential importance sampling is
computationally efficient, allowing one to approximate the distri-
butions of interest sequentially without having to revisit all pre-
vious observations or completely redraw the whole importance
sample, the performance of SIS degrades over time because after
a large number of iterations, all but one particle will have negli-
gible weight. After introducing resampling as a way to overcome
this problem of ‘‘weight degeneracy’’, we then return to a second
important application of SIS, namely the inference of latent states
in state-space models. Combining SIS with resampling provides us
with a recipe for a particle filter which is highly effective for these
applications.

2.1. Sequential importance sampling for time-invariant parameters

We will now focus on the problem of computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(✓ |y1:t), t = 1, . . . , T for a vector
of unknown parameters ✓ . Assuming the observations are
conditionally independent given the parameters, we can express
each of these posteriors through Bayes’ theorem as

p(✓ |y1:t) =
p(✓)

tQ
i=1

p(yi|✓)

p(y1:t)
.

In this case, the left-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to

p(✓ (i)|y1:t)
p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

= p(yt |✓ (i))p(yt |y1:t�1)



SIS	y	la	inferencia	bayesiana	en-línea	
• Si	producimos	en	cada	instante	una	nueva	muestra	(colección	de	
partículas)	el	costo	del	cálculo	de	sus	pesos	sería	muy	elevado	y	no	
permitiría	aplicaciones	de	tiempo	real
• La	idea	de	SIS	es	calcular	los	pesos	de	manera	incremental	
multiplicando	el	peso	de	cada	partícula	del	instante	anterior	por	un	
factor	de	actualización	incremental	𝑎P

(6)
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Fig. 4. Distribution of estimates of the tail probability for an Ex-Gaussian distribution using basic Monte Carlo integration, importance sampling with a shifted exponential
distribution, and importance sampling with a truncated Normal distribution. The dotted lines show the true value of the tail probability. Each estimator used N = 2000
particles and distributions were obtained by applying each estimator repeatedly for 1000 times.

as the normalizing constant cancels out in the computation of the
self-normalizedweights.3 So, when using self-normalizedweights,
the target distribution only has to be known up to the normalizing
constant.

2. Sequential importance sampling and online Bayesian infer-

ence

We often need to infer unknown parameters of a statistical
model sequentially after each new observation comes in. Such on-
line inference is crucial in a wide range of situations, including
adaptive design of experiments (e.g., Amzal, Bois, Parent, & Robert,
2006; Myung, Cavagnaro, & Pitt, 2013) and real-time fault diag-
nosis in nuclear power plants. From a Bayesian viewpoint, this
means we want to compute a sequence of posterior distributions
p(✓ |y1), p(✓ |y1:2), . . . , p(✓ |y1:t), where y1:t = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) de-
notes a sequence of observations, and ✓ a vector of parameters.
To approximate such a posterior distribution p(✓ |y1:t) with im-
portance sampling, we need an importance distribution qt(✓) to
generate an importance sample of particles, and compute the im-
portance weights

w
(i)
t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)

qt(✓ (i))
.

While we could generate a fresh importance sample at each point
in time, this will usually increase the computational burden at
each consecutive time point, as at each time we would have to
browse the whole history of observations to compute the impor-
tance weights. Moreover, when tracking an evolving latent state
over time, wewould also have to generate larger and larger impor-
tance samples as, at each time point, we would have to sample the
whole trajectory of the latent state thus far. For real-time applica-
tions, it is important to devise an algorithmwith an approximately
fixed computational cost at each timepoint. Sequential importance
sampling (SIS) serves this purpose. In addition, by using informa-
tion fromprevious observations and samples, SIS can providemore
efficient importance distributions than a straightforward applica-
tion of IS.

A key idea in SIS is to compute the importance weights
incrementally, by multiplying the importance weight at the

3 This is shown as
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previous time t � 1 by an incremental weight update a(i)
t . It is

always possible to formulate the importance weights in such a
form by trivially rewriting the importance weights above as
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This is of course not immediately helpful, as we still need to com-
pute p(✓ (i)|y1:t) and qt(✓ (i)) in full at each time point. However,
there are some important cases where we can simplify the incre-
mental weight update further. In this section, we will focus on one
such case, involving on-line inference of time-invariant parame-
ters. This will help to illustrate the basics of SIS and its main short-
coming. We will see that while sequential importance sampling is
computationally efficient, allowing one to approximate the distri-
butions of interest sequentially without having to revisit all pre-
vious observations or completely redraw the whole importance
sample, the performance of SIS degrades over time because after
a large number of iterations, all but one particle will have negli-
gible weight. After introducing resampling as a way to overcome
this problem of ‘‘weight degeneracy’’, we then return to a second
important application of SIS, namely the inference of latent states
in state-space models. Combining SIS with resampling provides us
with a recipe for a particle filter which is highly effective for these
applications.

2.1. Sequential importance sampling for time-invariant parameters

We will now focus on the problem of computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(✓ |y1:t), t = 1, . . . , T for a vector
of unknown parameters ✓ . Assuming the observations are
conditionally independent given the parameters, we can express
each of these posteriors through Bayes’ theorem as

p(✓ |y1:t) =
p(✓)

tQ
i=1

p(yi|✓)

p(y1:t)
.

In this case, the left-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to

p(✓ (i)|y1:t)
p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

= p(yt |✓ (i))p(yt |y1:t�1)
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Fig. 4. Distribution of estimates of the tail probability for an Ex-Gaussian distribution using basic Monte Carlo integration, importance sampling with a shifted exponential
distribution, and importance sampling with a truncated Normal distribution. The dotted lines show the true value of the tail probability. Each estimator used N = 2000
particles and distributions were obtained by applying each estimator repeatedly for 1000 times.

as the normalizing constant cancels out in the computation of the
self-normalizedweights.3 So, when using self-normalizedweights,
the target distribution only has to be known up to the normalizing
constant.

2. Sequential importance sampling and online Bayesian infer-

ence

We often need to infer unknown parameters of a statistical
model sequentially after each new observation comes in. Such on-
line inference is crucial in a wide range of situations, including
adaptive design of experiments (e.g., Amzal, Bois, Parent, & Robert,
2006; Myung, Cavagnaro, & Pitt, 2013) and real-time fault diag-
nosis in nuclear power plants. From a Bayesian viewpoint, this
means we want to compute a sequence of posterior distributions
p(✓ |y1), p(✓ |y1:2), . . . , p(✓ |y1:t), where y1:t = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) de-
notes a sequence of observations, and ✓ a vector of parameters.
To approximate such a posterior distribution p(✓ |y1:t) with im-
portance sampling, we need an importance distribution qt(✓) to
generate an importance sample of particles, and compute the im-
portance weights

w
(i)
t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)

qt(✓ (i))
.

While we could generate a fresh importance sample at each point
in time, this will usually increase the computational burden at
each consecutive time point, as at each time we would have to
browse the whole history of observations to compute the impor-
tance weights. Moreover, when tracking an evolving latent state
over time, wewould also have to generate larger and larger impor-
tance samples as, at each time point, we would have to sample the
whole trajectory of the latent state thus far. For real-time applica-
tions, it is important to devise an algorithmwith an approximately
fixed computational cost at each timepoint. Sequential importance
sampling (SIS) serves this purpose. In addition, by using informa-
tion fromprevious observations and samples, SIS can providemore
efficient importance distributions than a straightforward applica-
tion of IS.

A key idea in SIS is to compute the importance weights
incrementally, by multiplying the importance weight at the

3 This is shown as
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previous time t � 1 by an incremental weight update a(i)
t . It is

always possible to formulate the importance weights in such a
form by trivially rewriting the importance weights above as
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This is of course not immediately helpful, as we still need to com-
pute p(✓ (i)|y1:t) and qt(✓ (i)) in full at each time point. However,
there are some important cases where we can simplify the incre-
mental weight update further. In this section, we will focus on one
such case, involving on-line inference of time-invariant parame-
ters. This will help to illustrate the basics of SIS and its main short-
coming. We will see that while sequential importance sampling is
computationally efficient, allowing one to approximate the distri-
butions of interest sequentially without having to revisit all pre-
vious observations or completely redraw the whole importance
sample, the performance of SIS degrades over time because after
a large number of iterations, all but one particle will have negli-
gible weight. After introducing resampling as a way to overcome
this problem of ‘‘weight degeneracy’’, we then return to a second
important application of SIS, namely the inference of latent states
in state-space models. Combining SIS with resampling provides us
with a recipe for a particle filter which is highly effective for these
applications.

2.1. Sequential importance sampling for time-invariant parameters

We will now focus on the problem of computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(✓ |y1:t), t = 1, . . . , T for a vector
of unknown parameters ✓ . Assuming the observations are
conditionally independent given the parameters, we can express
each of these posteriors through Bayes’ theorem as

p(✓ |y1:t) =
p(✓)

tQ
i=1
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.

In this case, the left-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to
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Fig. 4. Distribution of estimates of the tail probability for an Ex-Gaussian distribution using basic Monte Carlo integration, importance sampling with a shifted exponential
distribution, and importance sampling with a truncated Normal distribution. The dotted lines show the true value of the tail probability. Each estimator used N = 2000
particles and distributions were obtained by applying each estimator repeatedly for 1000 times.

as the normalizing constant cancels out in the computation of the
self-normalizedweights.3 So, when using self-normalizedweights,
the target distribution only has to be known up to the normalizing
constant.
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We often need to infer unknown parameters of a statistical
model sequentially after each new observation comes in. Such on-
line inference is crucial in a wide range of situations, including
adaptive design of experiments (e.g., Amzal, Bois, Parent, & Robert,
2006; Myung, Cavagnaro, & Pitt, 2013) and real-time fault diag-
nosis in nuclear power plants. From a Bayesian viewpoint, this
means we want to compute a sequence of posterior distributions
p(✓ |y1), p(✓ |y1:2), . . . , p(✓ |y1:t), where y1:t = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) de-
notes a sequence of observations, and ✓ a vector of parameters.
To approximate such a posterior distribution p(✓ |y1:t) with im-
portance sampling, we need an importance distribution qt(✓) to
generate an importance sample of particles, and compute the im-
portance weights
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While we could generate a fresh importance sample at each point
in time, this will usually increase the computational burden at
each consecutive time point, as at each time we would have to
browse the whole history of observations to compute the impor-
tance weights. Moreover, when tracking an evolving latent state
over time, wewould also have to generate larger and larger impor-
tance samples as, at each time point, we would have to sample the
whole trajectory of the latent state thus far. For real-time applica-
tions, it is important to devise an algorithmwith an approximately
fixed computational cost at each timepoint. Sequential importance
sampling (SIS) serves this purpose. In addition, by using informa-
tion fromprevious observations and samples, SIS can providemore
efficient importance distributions than a straightforward applica-
tion of IS.

A key idea in SIS is to compute the importance weights
incrementally, by multiplying the importance weight at the
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always possible to formulate the importance weights in such a
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This is of course not immediately helpful, as we still need to com-
pute p(✓ (i)|y1:t) and qt(✓ (i)) in full at each time point. However,
there are some important cases where we can simplify the incre-
mental weight update further. In this section, we will focus on one
such case, involving on-line inference of time-invariant parame-
ters. This will help to illustrate the basics of SIS and its main short-
coming. We will see that while sequential importance sampling is
computationally efficient, allowing one to approximate the distri-
butions of interest sequentially without having to revisit all pre-
vious observations or completely redraw the whole importance
sample, the performance of SIS degrades over time because after
a large number of iterations, all but one particle will have negli-
gible weight. After introducing resampling as a way to overcome
this problem of ‘‘weight degeneracy’’, we then return to a second
important application of SIS, namely the inference of latent states
in state-space models. Combining SIS with resampling provides us
with a recipe for a particle filter which is highly effective for these
applications.

2.1. Sequential importance sampling for time-invariant parameters

We will now focus on the problem of computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(✓ |y1:t), t = 1, . . . , T for a vector
of unknown parameters ✓ . Assuming the observations are
conditionally independent given the parameters, we can express
each of these posteriors through Bayes’ theorem as

p(✓ |y1:t) =
p(✓)

tQ
i=1

p(yi|✓)

p(y1:t)
.

In this case, the left-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to
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Fig. 4. Distribution of estimates of the tail probability for an Ex-Gaussian distribution using basic Monte Carlo integration, importance sampling with a shifted exponential
distribution, and importance sampling with a truncated Normal distribution. The dotted lines show the true value of the tail probability. Each estimator used N = 2000
particles and distributions were obtained by applying each estimator repeatedly for 1000 times.

as the normalizing constant cancels out in the computation of the
self-normalizedweights.3 So, when using self-normalizedweights,
the target distribution only has to be known up to the normalizing
constant.

2. Sequential importance sampling and online Bayesian infer-

ence

We often need to infer unknown parameters of a statistical
model sequentially after each new observation comes in. Such on-
line inference is crucial in a wide range of situations, including
adaptive design of experiments (e.g., Amzal, Bois, Parent, & Robert,
2006; Myung, Cavagnaro, & Pitt, 2013) and real-time fault diag-
nosis in nuclear power plants. From a Bayesian viewpoint, this
means we want to compute a sequence of posterior distributions
p(✓ |y1), p(✓ |y1:2), . . . , p(✓ |y1:t), where y1:t = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) de-
notes a sequence of observations, and ✓ a vector of parameters.
To approximate such a posterior distribution p(✓ |y1:t) with im-
portance sampling, we need an importance distribution qt(✓) to
generate an importance sample of particles, and compute the im-
portance weights
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t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)

qt(✓ (i))
.

While we could generate a fresh importance sample at each point
in time, this will usually increase the computational burden at
each consecutive time point, as at each time we would have to
browse the whole history of observations to compute the impor-
tance weights. Moreover, when tracking an evolving latent state
over time, wewould also have to generate larger and larger impor-
tance samples as, at each time point, we would have to sample the
whole trajectory of the latent state thus far. For real-time applica-
tions, it is important to devise an algorithmwith an approximately
fixed computational cost at each timepoint. Sequential importance
sampling (SIS) serves this purpose. In addition, by using informa-
tion fromprevious observations and samples, SIS can providemore
efficient importance distributions than a straightforward applica-
tion of IS.

A key idea in SIS is to compute the importance weights
incrementally, by multiplying the importance weight at the

3 This is shown as
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previous time t � 1 by an incremental weight update a(i)
t . It is

always possible to formulate the importance weights in such a
form by trivially rewriting the importance weights above as
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This is of course not immediately helpful, as we still need to com-
pute p(✓ (i)|y1:t) and qt(✓ (i)) in full at each time point. However,
there are some important cases where we can simplify the incre-
mental weight update further. In this section, we will focus on one
such case, involving on-line inference of time-invariant parame-
ters. This will help to illustrate the basics of SIS and its main short-
coming. We will see that while sequential importance sampling is
computationally efficient, allowing one to approximate the distri-
butions of interest sequentially without having to revisit all pre-
vious observations or completely redraw the whole importance
sample, the performance of SIS degrades over time because after
a large number of iterations, all but one particle will have negli-
gible weight. After introducing resampling as a way to overcome
this problem of ‘‘weight degeneracy’’, we then return to a second
important application of SIS, namely the inference of latent states
in state-space models. Combining SIS with resampling provides us
with a recipe for a particle filter which is highly effective for these
applications.

2.1. Sequential importance sampling for time-invariant parameters

We will now focus on the problem of computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(✓ |y1:t), t = 1, . . . , T for a vector
of unknown parameters ✓ . Assuming the observations are
conditionally independent given the parameters, we can express
each of these posteriors through Bayes’ theorem as

p(✓ |y1:t) =
p(✓)

tQ
i=1

p(yi|✓)

p(y1:t)
.

In this case, the left-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to
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Fig. 4. Distribution of estimates of the tail probability for an Ex-Gaussian distribution using basic Monte Carlo integration, importance sampling with a shifted exponential
distribution, and importance sampling with a truncated Normal distribution. The dotted lines show the true value of the tail probability. Each estimator used N = 2000
particles and distributions were obtained by applying each estimator repeatedly for 1000 times.

as the normalizing constant cancels out in the computation of the
self-normalizedweights.3 So, when using self-normalizedweights,
the target distribution only has to be known up to the normalizing
constant.

2. Sequential importance sampling and online Bayesian infer-

ence

We often need to infer unknown parameters of a statistical
model sequentially after each new observation comes in. Such on-
line inference is crucial in a wide range of situations, including
adaptive design of experiments (e.g., Amzal, Bois, Parent, & Robert,
2006; Myung, Cavagnaro, & Pitt, 2013) and real-time fault diag-
nosis in nuclear power plants. From a Bayesian viewpoint, this
means we want to compute a sequence of posterior distributions
p(✓ |y1), p(✓ |y1:2), . . . , p(✓ |y1:t), where y1:t = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) de-
notes a sequence of observations, and ✓ a vector of parameters.
To approximate such a posterior distribution p(✓ |y1:t) with im-
portance sampling, we need an importance distribution qt(✓) to
generate an importance sample of particles, and compute the im-
portance weights
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.

While we could generate a fresh importance sample at each point
in time, this will usually increase the computational burden at
each consecutive time point, as at each time we would have to
browse the whole history of observations to compute the impor-
tance weights. Moreover, when tracking an evolving latent state
over time, wewould also have to generate larger and larger impor-
tance samples as, at each time point, we would have to sample the
whole trajectory of the latent state thus far. For real-time applica-
tions, it is important to devise an algorithmwith an approximately
fixed computational cost at each timepoint. Sequential importance
sampling (SIS) serves this purpose. In addition, by using informa-
tion fromprevious observations and samples, SIS can providemore
efficient importance distributions than a straightforward applica-
tion of IS.

A key idea in SIS is to compute the importance weights
incrementally, by multiplying the importance weight at the

3 This is shown as
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t . It is

always possible to formulate the importance weights in such a
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This is of course not immediately helpful, as we still need to com-
pute p(✓ (i)|y1:t) and qt(✓ (i)) in full at each time point. However,
there are some important cases where we can simplify the incre-
mental weight update further. In this section, we will focus on one
such case, involving on-line inference of time-invariant parame-
ters. This will help to illustrate the basics of SIS and its main short-
coming. We will see that while sequential importance sampling is
computationally efficient, allowing one to approximate the distri-
butions of interest sequentially without having to revisit all pre-
vious observations or completely redraw the whole importance
sample, the performance of SIS degrades over time because after
a large number of iterations, all but one particle will have negli-
gible weight. After introducing resampling as a way to overcome
this problem of ‘‘weight degeneracy’’, we then return to a second
important application of SIS, namely the inference of latent states
in state-space models. Combining SIS with resampling provides us
with a recipe for a particle filter which is highly effective for these
applications.

2.1. Sequential importance sampling for time-invariant parameters

We will now focus on the problem of computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(✓ |y1:t), t = 1, . . . , T for a vector
of unknown parameters ✓ . Assuming the observations are
conditionally independent given the parameters, we can express
each of these posteriors through Bayes’ theorem as
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Fig. 5. Online Bayesian inference of µ and � of a Normal distribution. Solid white lines represent the posterior mean after each sequential observation and broken white
lines the true values. Tiles in the background are centered around the particle values, such that each edge lies halfway between a particle and the immediately adjacent
particle. The shade of each tile reflects the normalized weight of the corresponding particle. Initially, weights are almost uniformly distributed over the particles, but in the
end (at time t = 100) only a single particle has non-negligible weight.

If we also use a single importance distribution qt(✓) = qt�1(✓) =
q(✓) to approximate each posterior, the right-hand ratio in (7)
evaluates to qt�1(✓

(i))

qt (✓ (i))
= 1, so that the incremental weight update

is simply a(i)
t = p(yt |✓ (i))p(yt |y1:t�1). Using self-normalized

importance weights, we can ignore the p(yt |y1:t�1) term, resulting
in a simple importance sampling scheme where we sequentially
update the weights of an initial importance sample in light of each
new observation:

Algorithm 3. SIS for time-invariant parameters

1. (Initialize) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample ✓ (i) ⇠ q(✓), and compute
the normalized weightsW (i)

0 / p(✓)
q(✓)

with
PN

j=1 W
(i)
0 = 1.

2. For t = 1, . . . , t:
(a) (Reweight) For i=1, . . . ,N , computeW (i)

t /p(yt |✓ (i))W (i)
t�1,

with
PN

i=1 W
(i)
t = 1.

(b) (Estimate) Compute the (self-normalized) SIS estimate

ESISn
t =

NX

i=1

W (i)
t f (✓ (i)).

2.1.1. Example: inferring the mean and variance of a Gaussian
variable

To illustrate how this algorithm works, we will apply it to
sequentially infer the (posterior) mean and variance of a random
variable. The observations are assumed to be independent samples
from a Gaussian distribution with unknown mean µ and variance
� 2, so the parameters are ✓ = (µ, � ). As prior distributions, we
will use a Gaussian distribution for µ (with a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of 10) and a uniform distribution for � (in the
range between 0 and 50). As these priors are easy to draw from, we
use them also as importance distributions.We apply the algorithm
to a total of 100 observations from a Gaussian distribution with
mean µ = 5 and standard deviation � = 5, using an importance
sample of size N = 200 (note that the sample size is kept low
to enhance the clarity of the results; in real applications a larger
sample size would be recommended). Fig. 5 shows the resulting
estimates (posterior means) as well as the normalized importance
weights for each particle. We can see that the estimated posterior
mean of � comes reasonably close to the true value as t increases.
However, the estimated posterior mean of µ converges to a value
which is further off the true value. The problem is that, as t
increases, theweight of almost all the particles becomes negligible.
In the end, the posterior mean is effectively estimated by a single
particle ✓ (⇤) = (µ(⇤), � (⇤)). While this single particle is, in some
sense, the best one in the set, it does not have to be close to the

true values. In this run of the algorithm, � (⇤) was quite close to
the true value, but µ(⇤) was relatively far off from the true value.
Indeed, there were other particles with values µ(i) which were
closer to the true value. However, for these particles, � (i) was
further off the true value, such that taken together as a pair of
parameter values, particle ✓ (⇤) was better than any of the other
ones. The problem that theweights of almost all particles approach
0 is referred to as weight degeneracy and a driving force behind it
is that the importance distribution becomes less and less efficient
over time. While the posterior distribution at first is close to the
prior distribution that was used as importance distribution, as
more observations come in, the posterior distribution becomes
more and more peaked around the true parameter values. The
prior distribution is then too dispersed compared to the posterior
distribution and far from optimal as importance distribution.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we can think of the set of particles as
defining a random and irregularly spaced grid and the SIS algo-
rithm as approximating posterior distributions by computing the
posterior probability of each grid point. The algorithm becomes
less and less efficient because after sampling the particles, the grid
is fixed. Tomake the algorithmmore efficient, we should adapt the
grid points to each posterior distribution we want to approximate.
This is precisely what SMC algorithms do by resampling from the
particles (grid points), replicating particleswith high and eliminat-
ing those with low posterior probability at t . Insofar as the poste-
rior probability of particles at time t+1 is notwildly different from
the posterior probability at time t , this will thus provide useful grid
points for time t + 1. However, resampling provides exact repli-
cates of useful particles, and using the same grid point multiple
times does not increase the precision of the estimate. After resam-
pling, the particles are therefore ‘‘jittered’’ to rejuvenate the set,
increasing the number of unique grid points and hence the preci-
sion of the approximation. Such jittering is natural for time-varying
parameters. For instance, if instead of a fixed mean µ, we assume
the mean µt changes from time to time according to a transition
distribution p(µt |µt�1), we can use this transition distribution to
generate samples of the current mean based on the samples of the
previous mean. When the parameters are time-invariant, there is
no immediately obvious way to ‘‘jitter’’ the particles after resam-
pling. Some solutions have been proposed and we return to the
problem of estimating static parameters with SMC in Section 5.2.
We will now first describe how resampling can be combined with
(sequential) importance sampling, before turning to particle fil-
ters,which iterate sequential importance sampling and resampling
steps to allow for flexible and efficient approximations to posterior
distributions of latent states in general state-space models.



Ejemplo:	inferencia	de	la	media	y	de	la	
varianza	de	una	variable	gaussiana
• Secuencialmente	inferir	la	media	y	la	varianza	(posteriores)	de	una	variable	
aleatoria	gausiana
• Las	observaciones	son	muestras	independientes	de	una	distribución	
gaussiana	con	media	y	varianza	desconocida	𝜃 = (𝜇, 𝜎.)
• Como	distribuciones	a-priori	p 𝜃 usaremos	una	distribución	gaussiana	
para	𝜇 con	media	0	y	desviación	estándar	10	y	una	distribución	uniforme	
para	𝜎 en	el	rango	de	0	a	50
• Usaremos	esas	mismas	distribuciones	como	“importance distributions”
• Aplicamos	el	algoritmo	hasta	un	total	de	t=100	observaciones	de	una	
gaussiana	con	media	5	y	desviación	estándar	5
• El	tamaño	de	la	muestra	(generada	de	la	“importance distribution”)	es	de	
N=200	(número	de	partículas)



Ejemplo
• En	la	figura	se	muestran	las	estimaciones	a-posteriori	(promedios	ponderados)	como	líneas	
sólidas	y	se	muestran	los	pesos	normalizados	de	cada	partícula	en	forma	de	tonos	de	gris	para	
cada	instante	t

• Observe	que	los	pesos	de	las	particulas están	inicialmente	distribuidos	de	manera	casi	
homogenea,	y	al	final	solo	una	partícula	tiene	todo	el	peso

• La	varianza	converge	a	un	valor	razonablemente	cercano	al	real	pero	la	media	no
• El	problema	es	que	al	final	todo	depende	de	una	sola	partícula	y	esa	no	necesariamente	es	la	
mejor
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Fig. 5. Online Bayesian inference of µ and � of a Normal distribution. Solid white lines represent the posterior mean after each sequential observation and broken white
lines the true values. Tiles in the background are centered around the particle values, such that each edge lies halfway between a particle and the immediately adjacent
particle. The shade of each tile reflects the normalized weight of the corresponding particle. Initially, weights are almost uniformly distributed over the particles, but in the
end (at time t = 100) only a single particle has non-negligible weight.

If we also use a single importance distribution qt(✓) = qt�1(✓) =
q(✓) to approximate each posterior, the right-hand ratio in (7)
evaluates to qt�1(✓

(i))

qt (✓ (i))
= 1, so that the incremental weight update

is simply a(i)
t = p(yt |✓ (i))p(yt |y1:t�1). Using self-normalized

importance weights, we can ignore the p(yt |y1:t�1) term, resulting
in a simple importance sampling scheme where we sequentially
update the weights of an initial importance sample in light of each
new observation:

Algorithm 3. SIS for time-invariant parameters

1. (Initialize) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample ✓ (i) ⇠ q(✓), and compute
the normalized weightsW (i)

0 / p(✓)
q(✓)

with
PN

j=1 W
(i)
0 = 1.

2. For t = 1, . . . , t:
(a) (Reweight) For i=1, . . . ,N , computeW (i)

t /p(yt |✓ (i))W (i)
t�1,

with
PN

i=1 W
(i)
t = 1.

(b) (Estimate) Compute the (self-normalized) SIS estimate

ESISn
t =

NX

i=1

W (i)
t f (✓ (i)).

2.1.1. Example: inferring the mean and variance of a Gaussian
variable

To illustrate how this algorithm works, we will apply it to
sequentially infer the (posterior) mean and variance of a random
variable. The observations are assumed to be independent samples
from a Gaussian distribution with unknown mean µ and variance
� 2, so the parameters are ✓ = (µ, � ). As prior distributions, we
will use a Gaussian distribution for µ (with a mean of 0 and a
standard deviation of 10) and a uniform distribution for � (in the
range between 0 and 50). As these priors are easy to draw from, we
use them also as importance distributions.We apply the algorithm
to a total of 100 observations from a Gaussian distribution with
mean µ = 5 and standard deviation � = 5, using an importance
sample of size N = 200 (note that the sample size is kept low
to enhance the clarity of the results; in real applications a larger
sample size would be recommended). Fig. 5 shows the resulting
estimates (posterior means) as well as the normalized importance
weights for each particle. We can see that the estimated posterior
mean of � comes reasonably close to the true value as t increases.
However, the estimated posterior mean of µ converges to a value
which is further off the true value. The problem is that, as t
increases, theweight of almost all the particles becomes negligible.
In the end, the posterior mean is effectively estimated by a single
particle ✓ (⇤) = (µ(⇤), � (⇤)). While this single particle is, in some
sense, the best one in the set, it does not have to be close to the

true values. In this run of the algorithm, � (⇤) was quite close to
the true value, but µ(⇤) was relatively far off from the true value.
Indeed, there were other particles with values µ(i) which were
closer to the true value. However, for these particles, � (i) was
further off the true value, such that taken together as a pair of
parameter values, particle ✓ (⇤) was better than any of the other
ones. The problem that theweights of almost all particles approach
0 is referred to as weight degeneracy and a driving force behind it
is that the importance distribution becomes less and less efficient
over time. While the posterior distribution at first is close to the
prior distribution that was used as importance distribution, as
more observations come in, the posterior distribution becomes
more and more peaked around the true parameter values. The
prior distribution is then too dispersed compared to the posterior
distribution and far from optimal as importance distribution.

As illustrated in Fig. 2, we can think of the set of particles as
defining a random and irregularly spaced grid and the SIS algo-
rithm as approximating posterior distributions by computing the
posterior probability of each grid point. The algorithm becomes
less and less efficient because after sampling the particles, the grid
is fixed. Tomake the algorithmmore efficient, we should adapt the
grid points to each posterior distribution we want to approximate.
This is precisely what SMC algorithms do by resampling from the
particles (grid points), replicating particleswith high and eliminat-
ing those with low posterior probability at t . Insofar as the poste-
rior probability of particles at time t+1 is notwildly different from
the posterior probability at time t , this will thus provide useful grid
points for time t + 1. However, resampling provides exact repli-
cates of useful particles, and using the same grid point multiple
times does not increase the precision of the estimate. After resam-
pling, the particles are therefore ‘‘jittered’’ to rejuvenate the set,
increasing the number of unique grid points and hence the preci-
sion of the approximation. Such jittering is natural for time-varying
parameters. For instance, if instead of a fixed mean µ, we assume
the mean µt changes from time to time according to a transition
distribution p(µt |µt�1), we can use this transition distribution to
generate samples of the current mean based on the samples of the
previous mean. When the parameters are time-invariant, there is
no immediately obvious way to ‘‘jitter’’ the particles after resam-
pling. Some solutions have been proposed and we return to the
problem of estimating static parameters with SMC in Section 5.2.
We will now first describe how resampling can be combined with
(sequential) importance sampling, before turning to particle fil-
ters,which iterate sequential importance sampling and resampling
steps to allow for flexible and efficient approximations to posterior
distributions of latent states in general state-space models.



Problemas

• El	problema	de	que	el	peso	de	casi	todas	las	partículas	se	aproxime	a	
cero	se	conoce	como	“degeneración	del	peso”	y	es	ocasionado	por	el	
hecho	de	que	la	“importance distribution”	se	hace	cada	vez	menos	
eficiente	con	el	tiempo
• Al	principio	la	distribución	a-posteriori	es	parecida	a	la	distribución	a-
priori,	al	pasar	el	tiempo	la	distribución	a-posteriori	se	vuelve	angosta	
y	cercana	a	los	valores	reales	de	los	parámetros	pero	la	distribución	a-
priori	se	mantiene	dispersa	y	deja	de	ser	buena	opción	usarla	como	
“importance distribution”
• Además	el	algoritmo	se	vuelve	mas	ineficiente	al	pasar	el	tiempo



Soluciones

• Resampling.	Reproducción	de	partículas	con	alta	probabilidad	
posterior	y	eliminar	partículas	con	baja	probabilidad	posterior
• Jitter.	Dispersar	las	partículas	para	“rejuvenecer”	el	conjunto
• La	dispersión	de	las	partículas	es	especialmente	importante	cuando	
los	parámetros	que	se	están	estimando	cambian	en	el	tiempo,	de	esa	
manera	se	puede	hacer	seguimiento	de	parámetros
• Se	puede	usar	una	distribución	de	transición	por	ejemplo	si	sabemos	
como	puede	cambiar	la	media	(𝑝(𝜇P|𝜇P]N)),	podemos	usar	esta	
distribución	para	generar	nuevas	partículas



Resampling
• Para	detectar	si	el	problema	de	degeneración	de	pesos	ha	ocurrido	se	
puede	medir	la	“efectividad	de	la	muestra”

• Esta	medida	varía	desde	1	(Todas	las	partículas	tienen	peso	de	cero	excepto	
una)	hasta	N	(todas	las	partículas	tienen	el	mismo	peso)
• En	el	remuestreo las	partículas	con	gran	peso	se	replican	y	las	de	bajo	peso	
se	eliminan
• En	el	remuestreo multinomial se	generan	N	partículas		a	partir	de	una	
distribución	multinomial.	Si	las	partículas	están	numeradas	de	i=1,…,N,	en	
la	multinomial	cada	término	tiene	probabilidad	𝑝 𝑖 = 𝑊(6)

• Después	del	remuestreo todos	los	pesos	son	cambiados	a	1/N	pues	la	
información	de	los	pesos	ya	se	tradujo	a	número	de	partículas
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3. Resampling

Due to the problem of weight degeneracy, after running an SIS
algorithm for a large number of iterations (time points), all but
one particle will have negligible weight. Clearly, this is not a good
situation, aswe effectively approximate a distributionwith a single
particle. Moreover, this single particle does not even have to be in a
region of high probability. A particle can have such a large relative
weight that it will take very long for it to reduce, even though
the target distribution has ‘‘moved on’’. A useful measure to detect
weight degeneracy is the effective sample size (Liu, 2001, p. 35–36),
defined as

Neff ,
1

NP
i=1

(W (i))2
. (8)

This measure varies between 1 (all but one particle have weight
0) and N (all particles have equal weight). Thus, the lower the
effective sample size, the stronger the weight degeneracy.

To counter the problem of weight degeneracy, SMC algorithms
include a resampling step, in which particles are sampled with
replacement from the set of all particles, with a probability that
depends on the importance weights. The main idea is to replicate
particles with large weights and eliminate those with small
weights, as the latter have little effect on the estimates anyway. The
simplest sampling scheme is multinomial sampling, which draws
N samples fromamultinomial distribution over the particle indices
i = 1, . . . ,N , with probabilities p(i) = W (i). After resampling,
the weights are set to W (i) = 1/N , because, roughly put, we have
already used the information in the weights to resample the set
of particles. It is straightforward to show that resampling does not
change the expected value of the estimator (5).

In addition to countering weight degeneracy, a further benefit
of resampling is that while the SIS samples themselves are not dis-
tributed according to the target distribution p (they are distributed
according to the instrumental distribution q and to approximate p
we need to use the importance weights), the resampled values are
(approximately) distributed according to p. A drawback of resam-
pling is that it increases the variance of the estimator. To reduce
this effect of resampling, alternatives to multinomial resampling
have been proposed with smaller variance.

The idea behind residual resampling (Liu&Chen, 1998) is to use a
deterministic approach as much as possible, and then use random
resampling for the remainder. To preserve the expected value of
the estimator, the expected number of replications of each particle
i should be NW (i). This is generally not an integer, and hence we
cannot use these expectations directly to generate the desired
number of replications. Residual resampling takes the integer part
of each NW (i) term and replicates each particle deterministically
according to that number. The remaining particles are then
generated through multinomial resampling from a distribution
determined by the non-integer parts of each NW (i) term.

Stratified resampling (Carpenter, Clifford, & Fearnhead, 1999) is
another scheme which results in partly deterministic replication
of particles. As the name suggests, it is based on the principles of
stratified sampling used in survey research. Practically, themethod
consists of using the weights to form an ‘‘empirical’’ cumulative
distribution over the particles. This distribution is then split into
N equally sized strata, and a single draw is taken from each
stratum.

The most popular resampling scheme, systematic resampling
(Kitagawa, 1996), is based on the same intuition as stratified
resampling, but reduces the Monte Carlo variance further by using
a single random number, rather than a different random number,
to draw from each stratum. Letting {✓t ,W (i)

t } represent the set
of particles before resampling, and {✓̃ (i)

t , W̃ (i)
t } the set of particles

after resampling, systematic resampling can be summarized as
follows:

Algorithm 4. Systematic resampling

1. Draw u ⇠ Unif(0, 1/N).
2. Define Ui = (i � 1)/N + u, i = 1, . . . ,N .
3. For i = 1, . . . ,N , find r such that

Pr�1
k=1 W

(k)  Ui <Pr
k=1 W

(k)
t and set j(i) = r .

4. For i = 1, . . . ,N , set ✓̃
(i)
t = ✓

(j(i))
t and W̃ (i)

t = 1/N .

Systematic resampling is simple to implement and generally
performs very well in practice (Doucet & Johansen, 2011).
However, in contrast to residual and stratified resampling, it is
not guaranteed to outperform multinomial resampling (see Douc,
Cappé, &Moulines, 2005, for this point and a thorough comparison
of the theoretical properties of different resampling schemes).

4. Particle filters: SMC for state-space models

In filtering problems, we are interested in tracking the latent
states �t of a stochastic process as each observation yt comes in.
In a Bayesian framework, we do this by computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�1|y1), . . . , p(�t |y1:t). These posterior
distributions of the current state �t , given all the observations thus
far, are also called filtering distributions.

4.1. State-space models

State-space models are an important class of models to
describe time-series of observations. State-space models describe
an observable time series y1:t through a time-series of latent or
hidden states �0:t . In state-space models, we make two important
assumptions about the relation between states and observations.
A graphical representation of a state-space model in the form of a
Bayesian network is given in Fig. 6. Firstly, we assume that each
observation yt depends solely on the current state �t , such that the
observations are conditionally independent given the states �t :

p(y1:T |�0:T ) =
TY

t=1

p(yt |�t).

Secondly, we assume that the hidden states change over time
according to a first-order Markov process, such that the current
state depends only on the state at the immediately preceding time
point:

p(�0:T ) = p(�0)
TY

t=1

p(�t |�t�1).

Given these two assumptions, we can write the posterior
distribution over the hidden states as

p(�0:T |y1:T ) =
p(�0)

TQ
t=1

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(y1:T )
.

Moreover, we can compute the posteriors recursively as

p(�0:t |y1:t) = p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)
p(�0:t�1|y1:t�1) (9)

where

p(yt |y1:t�1) =
ZZ

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)p(�t�1|y1:t�1) d�t�1d�t

Models with this structure are also known as hidden Markov
models (e.g., Visser, 2011).



Remuestreo
• Una	desventaja	del	remuestreo es	que	aumenta	la	varianza	del	estimador,	
para	resolver	este	problema	se	han	planteado	alternativas	al	remuestreo
multinomial
• Remuestreo residual,	remuestreo estratificado	y	el	más	popular:	El	
remuestreo sistemático146 M. Speekenbrink / Journal of Mathematical Psychology 73 (2016) 140–152

3. Resampling

Due to the problem of weight degeneracy, after running an SIS
algorithm for a large number of iterations (time points), all but
one particle will have negligible weight. Clearly, this is not a good
situation, aswe effectively approximate a distributionwith a single
particle. Moreover, this single particle does not even have to be in a
region of high probability. A particle can have such a large relative
weight that it will take very long for it to reduce, even though
the target distribution has ‘‘moved on’’. A useful measure to detect
weight degeneracy is the effective sample size (Liu, 2001, p. 35–36),
defined as

Neff ,
1

NP
i=1

(W (i))2
. (8)

This measure varies between 1 (all but one particle have weight
0) and N (all particles have equal weight). Thus, the lower the
effective sample size, the stronger the weight degeneracy.

To counter the problem of weight degeneracy, SMC algorithms
include a resampling step, in which particles are sampled with
replacement from the set of all particles, with a probability that
depends on the importance weights. The main idea is to replicate
particles with large weights and eliminate those with small
weights, as the latter have little effect on the estimates anyway. The
simplest sampling scheme is multinomial sampling, which draws
N samples fromamultinomial distribution over the particle indices
i = 1, . . . ,N , with probabilities p(i) = W (i). After resampling,
the weights are set to W (i) = 1/N , because, roughly put, we have
already used the information in the weights to resample the set
of particles. It is straightforward to show that resampling does not
change the expected value of the estimator (5).

In addition to countering weight degeneracy, a further benefit
of resampling is that while the SIS samples themselves are not dis-
tributed according to the target distribution p (they are distributed
according to the instrumental distribution q and to approximate p
we need to use the importance weights), the resampled values are
(approximately) distributed according to p. A drawback of resam-
pling is that it increases the variance of the estimator. To reduce
this effect of resampling, alternatives to multinomial resampling
have been proposed with smaller variance.

The idea behind residual resampling (Liu&Chen, 1998) is to use a
deterministic approach as much as possible, and then use random
resampling for the remainder. To preserve the expected value of
the estimator, the expected number of replications of each particle
i should be NW (i). This is generally not an integer, and hence we
cannot use these expectations directly to generate the desired
number of replications. Residual resampling takes the integer part
of each NW (i) term and replicates each particle deterministically
according to that number. The remaining particles are then
generated through multinomial resampling from a distribution
determined by the non-integer parts of each NW (i) term.

Stratified resampling (Carpenter, Clifford, & Fearnhead, 1999) is
another scheme which results in partly deterministic replication
of particles. As the name suggests, it is based on the principles of
stratified sampling used in survey research. Practically, themethod
consists of using the weights to form an ‘‘empirical’’ cumulative
distribution over the particles. This distribution is then split into
N equally sized strata, and a single draw is taken from each
stratum.

The most popular resampling scheme, systematic resampling
(Kitagawa, 1996), is based on the same intuition as stratified
resampling, but reduces the Monte Carlo variance further by using
a single random number, rather than a different random number,
to draw from each stratum. Letting {✓t ,W (i)

t } represent the set
of particles before resampling, and {✓̃ (i)

t , W̃ (i)
t } the set of particles

after resampling, systematic resampling can be summarized as
follows:

Algorithm 4. Systematic resampling

1. Draw u ⇠ Unif(0, 1/N).
2. Define Ui = (i � 1)/N + u, i = 1, . . . ,N .
3. For i = 1, . . . ,N , find r such that
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4. For i = 1, . . . ,N , set ✓̃
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(j(i))
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t = 1/N .

Systematic resampling is simple to implement and generally
performs very well in practice (Doucet & Johansen, 2011).
However, in contrast to residual and stratified resampling, it is
not guaranteed to outperform multinomial resampling (see Douc,
Cappé, &Moulines, 2005, for this point and a thorough comparison
of the theoretical properties of different resampling schemes).

4. Particle filters: SMC for state-space models

In filtering problems, we are interested in tracking the latent
states �t of a stochastic process as each observation yt comes in.
In a Bayesian framework, we do this by computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�1|y1), . . . , p(�t |y1:t). These posterior
distributions of the current state �t , given all the observations thus
far, are also called filtering distributions.

4.1. State-space models

State-space models are an important class of models to
describe time-series of observations. State-space models describe
an observable time series y1:t through a time-series of latent or
hidden states �0:t . In state-space models, we make two important
assumptions about the relation between states and observations.
A graphical representation of a state-space model in the form of a
Bayesian network is given in Fig. 6. Firstly, we assume that each
observation yt depends solely on the current state �t , such that the
observations are conditionally independent given the states �t :

p(y1:T |�0:T ) =
TY

t=1

p(yt |�t).

Secondly, we assume that the hidden states change over time
according to a first-order Markov process, such that the current
state depends only on the state at the immediately preceding time
point:

p(�0:T ) = p(�0)
TY

t=1

p(�t |�t�1).

Given these two assumptions, we can write the posterior
distribution over the hidden states as

p(�0:T |y1:T ) =
p(�0)

TQ
t=1

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(y1:T )
.

Moreover, we can compute the posteriors recursively as

p(�0:t |y1:t) = p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)
p(�0:t�1|y1:t�1) (9)

where

p(yt |y1:t�1) =
ZZ

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)p(�t�1|y1:t�1) d�t�1d�t

Models with this structure are also known as hidden Markov
models (e.g., Visser, 2011).



Modelos	en	el	espacio	de	estados
• Son	una	clase	de	modelos	para	describir	series	de	tiempo	de	
observaciones
• Cada	observación	depende	solo	del	estado	actual,	de	modo	que	las	
observaciones	son	condicionalmente	independientes

• Los	estados	(ocultos)	cambian	en	el	tiempo	de	acuerdo	a	un	proceso	
de	Markov de	primer	orden
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a state-space model. Each observation Yt at
time t depends only on the current state �t . Each consecutive state �t depends only
on the previous state �t�1.

4.2. SIS for state-space models

We can view the problem of estimating the hidden states�0:t as
estimating a vector of parameters ✓ which increases in dimension
at each time point t , such that, at time t , we estimate ✓ = �0:t , and
at time t + 1 we add another dimension to the parameter vector
to estimate ✓ = �0:t+1. Using IS, we could draw a new importance
sample {�(i)

0:t} at each time t , but this would result in an increase
in computational burden over time, which we would like to avoid
in real-time applications. Using sequential importance sampling,
we can incrementally build up the importance sample, starting at
time t = 0 with a sample {�(i)

0 }, then sampling values �
(i)
1 at time

1 conditional on the sample at time 0, then adding sampled values
�

(i)
2 at time 2 conditional on the sample at time 1, etc. Formally, this

means we define the importance distribution at time t as
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3. Resampling

Due to the problem of weight degeneracy, after running an SIS
algorithm for a large number of iterations (time points), all but
one particle will have negligible weight. Clearly, this is not a good
situation, aswe effectively approximate a distributionwith a single
particle. Moreover, this single particle does not even have to be in a
region of high probability. A particle can have such a large relative
weight that it will take very long for it to reduce, even though
the target distribution has ‘‘moved on’’. A useful measure to detect
weight degeneracy is the effective sample size (Liu, 2001, p. 35–36),
defined as

Neff ,
1

NP
i=1

(W (i))2
. (8)

This measure varies between 1 (all but one particle have weight
0) and N (all particles have equal weight). Thus, the lower the
effective sample size, the stronger the weight degeneracy.

To counter the problem of weight degeneracy, SMC algorithms
include a resampling step, in which particles are sampled with
replacement from the set of all particles, with a probability that
depends on the importance weights. The main idea is to replicate
particles with large weights and eliminate those with small
weights, as the latter have little effect on the estimates anyway. The
simplest sampling scheme is multinomial sampling, which draws
N samples fromamultinomial distribution over the particle indices
i = 1, . . . ,N , with probabilities p(i) = W (i). After resampling,
the weights are set to W (i) = 1/N , because, roughly put, we have
already used the information in the weights to resample the set
of particles. It is straightforward to show that resampling does not
change the expected value of the estimator (5).

In addition to countering weight degeneracy, a further benefit
of resampling is that while the SIS samples themselves are not dis-
tributed according to the target distribution p (they are distributed
according to the instrumental distribution q and to approximate p
we need to use the importance weights), the resampled values are
(approximately) distributed according to p. A drawback of resam-
pling is that it increases the variance of the estimator. To reduce
this effect of resampling, alternatives to multinomial resampling
have been proposed with smaller variance.

The idea behind residual resampling (Liu&Chen, 1998) is to use a
deterministic approach as much as possible, and then use random
resampling for the remainder. To preserve the expected value of
the estimator, the expected number of replications of each particle
i should be NW (i). This is generally not an integer, and hence we
cannot use these expectations directly to generate the desired
number of replications. Residual resampling takes the integer part
of each NW (i) term and replicates each particle deterministically
according to that number. The remaining particles are then
generated through multinomial resampling from a distribution
determined by the non-integer parts of each NW (i) term.

Stratified resampling (Carpenter, Clifford, & Fearnhead, 1999) is
another scheme which results in partly deterministic replication
of particles. As the name suggests, it is based on the principles of
stratified sampling used in survey research. Practically, themethod
consists of using the weights to form an ‘‘empirical’’ cumulative
distribution over the particles. This distribution is then split into
N equally sized strata, and a single draw is taken from each
stratum.

The most popular resampling scheme, systematic resampling
(Kitagawa, 1996), is based on the same intuition as stratified
resampling, but reduces the Monte Carlo variance further by using
a single random number, rather than a different random number,
to draw from each stratum. Letting {✓t ,W (i)

t } represent the set
of particles before resampling, and {✓̃ (i)

t , W̃ (i)
t } the set of particles

after resampling, systematic resampling can be summarized as
follows:

Algorithm 4. Systematic resampling

1. Draw u ⇠ Unif(0, 1/N).
2. Define Ui = (i � 1)/N + u, i = 1, . . . ,N .
3. For i = 1, . . . ,N , find r such that

Pr�1
k=1 W

(k)  Ui <Pr
k=1 W

(k)
t and set j(i) = r .

4. For i = 1, . . . ,N , set ✓̃
(i)
t = ✓

(j(i))
t and W̃ (i)

t = 1/N .

Systematic resampling is simple to implement and generally
performs very well in practice (Doucet & Johansen, 2011).
However, in contrast to residual and stratified resampling, it is
not guaranteed to outperform multinomial resampling (see Douc,
Cappé, &Moulines, 2005, for this point and a thorough comparison
of the theoretical properties of different resampling schemes).

4. Particle filters: SMC for state-space models

In filtering problems, we are interested in tracking the latent
states �t of a stochastic process as each observation yt comes in.
In a Bayesian framework, we do this by computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�1|y1), . . . , p(�t |y1:t). These posterior
distributions of the current state �t , given all the observations thus
far, are also called filtering distributions.

4.1. State-space models

State-space models are an important class of models to
describe time-series of observations. State-space models describe
an observable time series y1:t through a time-series of latent or
hidden states �0:t . In state-space models, we make two important
assumptions about the relation between states and observations.
A graphical representation of a state-space model in the form of a
Bayesian network is given in Fig. 6. Firstly, we assume that each
observation yt depends solely on the current state �t , such that the
observations are conditionally independent given the states �t :

p(y1:T |�0:T ) =
TY

t=1

p(yt |�t).

Secondly, we assume that the hidden states change over time
according to a first-order Markov process, such that the current
state depends only on the state at the immediately preceding time
point:

p(�0:T ) = p(�0)
TY

t=1

p(�t |�t�1).

Given these two assumptions, we can write the posterior
distribution over the hidden states as

p(�0:T |y1:T ) =
p(�0)

TQ
t=1

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(y1:T )
.

Moreover, we can compute the posteriors recursively as

p(�0:t |y1:t) = p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)
p(�0:t�1|y1:t�1) (9)

where

p(yt |y1:t�1) =
ZZ

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)p(�t�1|y1:t�1) d�t�1d�t

Models with this structure are also known as hidden Markov
models (e.g., Visser, 2011).
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according to the instrumental distribution q and to approximate p
we need to use the importance weights), the resampled values are
(approximately) distributed according to p. A drawback of resam-
pling is that it increases the variance of the estimator. To reduce
this effect of resampling, alternatives to multinomial resampling
have been proposed with smaller variance.

The idea behind residual resampling (Liu&Chen, 1998) is to use a
deterministic approach as much as possible, and then use random
resampling for the remainder. To preserve the expected value of
the estimator, the expected number of replications of each particle
i should be NW (i). This is generally not an integer, and hence we
cannot use these expectations directly to generate the desired
number of replications. Residual resampling takes the integer part
of each NW (i) term and replicates each particle deterministically
according to that number. The remaining particles are then
generated through multinomial resampling from a distribution
determined by the non-integer parts of each NW (i) term.

Stratified resampling (Carpenter, Clifford, & Fearnhead, 1999) is
another scheme which results in partly deterministic replication
of particles. As the name suggests, it is based on the principles of
stratified sampling used in survey research. Practically, themethod
consists of using the weights to form an ‘‘empirical’’ cumulative
distribution over the particles. This distribution is then split into
N equally sized strata, and a single draw is taken from each
stratum.

The most popular resampling scheme, systematic resampling
(Kitagawa, 1996), is based on the same intuition as stratified
resampling, but reduces the Monte Carlo variance further by using
a single random number, rather than a different random number,
to draw from each stratum. Letting {✓t ,W (i)

t } represent the set
of particles before resampling, and {✓̃ (i)

t , W̃ (i)
t } the set of particles

after resampling, systematic resampling can be summarized as
follows:

Algorithm 4. Systematic resampling

1. Draw u ⇠ Unif(0, 1/N).
2. Define Ui = (i � 1)/N + u, i = 1, . . . ,N .
3. For i = 1, . . . ,N , find r such that

Pr�1
k=1 W

(k)  Ui <Pr
k=1 W

(k)
t and set j(i) = r .

4. For i = 1, . . . ,N , set ✓̃
(i)
t = ✓

(j(i))
t and W̃ (i)

t = 1/N .

Systematic resampling is simple to implement and generally
performs very well in practice (Doucet & Johansen, 2011).
However, in contrast to residual and stratified resampling, it is
not guaranteed to outperform multinomial resampling (see Douc,
Cappé, &Moulines, 2005, for this point and a thorough comparison
of the theoretical properties of different resampling schemes).

4. Particle filters: SMC for state-space models

In filtering problems, we are interested in tracking the latent
states �t of a stochastic process as each observation yt comes in.
In a Bayesian framework, we do this by computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�1|y1), . . . , p(�t |y1:t). These posterior
distributions of the current state �t , given all the observations thus
far, are also called filtering distributions.

4.1. State-space models

State-space models are an important class of models to
describe time-series of observations. State-space models describe
an observable time series y1:t through a time-series of latent or
hidden states �0:t . In state-space models, we make two important
assumptions about the relation between states and observations.
A graphical representation of a state-space model in the form of a
Bayesian network is given in Fig. 6. Firstly, we assume that each
observation yt depends solely on the current state �t , such that the
observations are conditionally independent given the states �t :

p(y1:T |�0:T ) =
TY

t=1

p(yt |�t).

Secondly, we assume that the hidden states change over time
according to a first-order Markov process, such that the current
state depends only on the state at the immediately preceding time
point:

p(�0:T ) = p(�0)
TY

t=1

p(�t |�t�1).

Given these two assumptions, we can write the posterior
distribution over the hidden states as

p(�0:T |y1:T ) =
p(�0)

TQ
t=1

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(y1:T )
.

Moreover, we can compute the posteriors recursively as

p(�0:t |y1:t) = p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)
p(�0:t�1|y1:t�1) (9)

where

p(yt |y1:t�1) =
ZZ

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)p(�t�1|y1:t�1) d�t�1d�t

Models with this structure are also known as hidden Markov
models (e.g., Visser, 2011).
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3. Resampling

Due to the problem of weight degeneracy, after running an SIS
algorithm for a large number of iterations (time points), all but
one particle will have negligible weight. Clearly, this is not a good
situation, aswe effectively approximate a distributionwith a single
particle. Moreover, this single particle does not even have to be in a
region of high probability. A particle can have such a large relative
weight that it will take very long for it to reduce, even though
the target distribution has ‘‘moved on’’. A useful measure to detect
weight degeneracy is the effective sample size (Liu, 2001, p. 35–36),
defined as

Neff ,
1

NP
i=1

(W (i))2
. (8)

This measure varies between 1 (all but one particle have weight
0) and N (all particles have equal weight). Thus, the lower the
effective sample size, the stronger the weight degeneracy.

To counter the problem of weight degeneracy, SMC algorithms
include a resampling step, in which particles are sampled with
replacement from the set of all particles, with a probability that
depends on the importance weights. The main idea is to replicate
particles with large weights and eliminate those with small
weights, as the latter have little effect on the estimates anyway. The
simplest sampling scheme is multinomial sampling, which draws
N samples fromamultinomial distribution over the particle indices
i = 1, . . . ,N , with probabilities p(i) = W (i). After resampling,
the weights are set to W (i) = 1/N , because, roughly put, we have
already used the information in the weights to resample the set
of particles. It is straightforward to show that resampling does not
change the expected value of the estimator (5).

In addition to countering weight degeneracy, a further benefit
of resampling is that while the SIS samples themselves are not dis-
tributed according to the target distribution p (they are distributed
according to the instrumental distribution q and to approximate p
we need to use the importance weights), the resampled values are
(approximately) distributed according to p. A drawback of resam-
pling is that it increases the variance of the estimator. To reduce
this effect of resampling, alternatives to multinomial resampling
have been proposed with smaller variance.

The idea behind residual resampling (Liu&Chen, 1998) is to use a
deterministic approach as much as possible, and then use random
resampling for the remainder. To preserve the expected value of
the estimator, the expected number of replications of each particle
i should be NW (i). This is generally not an integer, and hence we
cannot use these expectations directly to generate the desired
number of replications. Residual resampling takes the integer part
of each NW (i) term and replicates each particle deterministically
according to that number. The remaining particles are then
generated through multinomial resampling from a distribution
determined by the non-integer parts of each NW (i) term.

Stratified resampling (Carpenter, Clifford, & Fearnhead, 1999) is
another scheme which results in partly deterministic replication
of particles. As the name suggests, it is based on the principles of
stratified sampling used in survey research. Practically, themethod
consists of using the weights to form an ‘‘empirical’’ cumulative
distribution over the particles. This distribution is then split into
N equally sized strata, and a single draw is taken from each
stratum.

The most popular resampling scheme, systematic resampling
(Kitagawa, 1996), is based on the same intuition as stratified
resampling, but reduces the Monte Carlo variance further by using
a single random number, rather than a different random number,
to draw from each stratum. Letting {✓t ,W (i)

t } represent the set
of particles before resampling, and {✓̃ (i)

t , W̃ (i)
t } the set of particles

after resampling, systematic resampling can be summarized as
follows:

Algorithm 4. Systematic resampling

1. Draw u ⇠ Unif(0, 1/N).
2. Define Ui = (i � 1)/N + u, i = 1, . . . ,N .
3. For i = 1, . . . ,N , find r such that

Pr�1
k=1 W

(k)  Ui <Pr
k=1 W

(k)
t and set j(i) = r .

4. For i = 1, . . . ,N , set ✓̃
(i)
t = ✓

(j(i))
t and W̃ (i)

t = 1/N .

Systematic resampling is simple to implement and generally
performs very well in practice (Doucet & Johansen, 2011).
However, in contrast to residual and stratified resampling, it is
not guaranteed to outperform multinomial resampling (see Douc,
Cappé, &Moulines, 2005, for this point and a thorough comparison
of the theoretical properties of different resampling schemes).

4. Particle filters: SMC for state-space models

In filtering problems, we are interested in tracking the latent
states �t of a stochastic process as each observation yt comes in.
In a Bayesian framework, we do this by computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�1|y1), . . . , p(�t |y1:t). These posterior
distributions of the current state �t , given all the observations thus
far, are also called filtering distributions.

4.1. State-space models

State-space models are an important class of models to
describe time-series of observations. State-space models describe
an observable time series y1:t through a time-series of latent or
hidden states �0:t . In state-space models, we make two important
assumptions about the relation between states and observations.
A graphical representation of a state-space model in the form of a
Bayesian network is given in Fig. 6. Firstly, we assume that each
observation yt depends solely on the current state �t , such that the
observations are conditionally independent given the states �t :

p(y1:T |�0:T ) =
TY

t=1

p(yt |�t).

Secondly, we assume that the hidden states change over time
according to a first-order Markov process, such that the current
state depends only on the state at the immediately preceding time
point:

p(�0:T ) = p(�0)
TY

t=1

p(�t |�t�1).

Given these two assumptions, we can write the posterior
distribution over the hidden states as

p(�0:T |y1:T ) =
p(�0)

TQ
t=1

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(y1:T )
.

Moreover, we can compute the posteriors recursively as

p(�0:t |y1:t) = p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)
p(�0:t�1|y1:t�1) (9)

where

p(yt |y1:t�1) =
ZZ

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)p(�t�1|y1:t�1) d�t�1d�t

Models with this structure are also known as hidden Markov
models (e.g., Visser, 2011).



SIS	para	modelos	en	el	espacio	de	estados

• Podemos	ver	el	problema	de	estimar	la	secuencia	de	estados	ocultos	
𝜙c:P como	la	estimación	de	un	vector	de	parámetros	𝜃 que	aumenta	
su	dimensión	de	manera	que	en	el	instante	t	𝜃 = 𝜙c:P y	en	el	instante	
t+1,		𝜃 = 𝜙c:PdN
• Mediante	IS	podríamos	extraer	una	muestra	 𝜙c:P

6 en	cada	instante	t,	
pero	el	costo	computacional	se	incrementaría	gradualmente	con	el	
tiempo	lo	cual	no	puede	ocurrir	en	aplicaciones	de	tiempo	real	
• En	cambio	con	SIS	se	puede	construir	la	muestra	de	manera	
incremental.	Esto	implica	que	la	“importance distribution”	se	calcula
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a state-space model. Each observation Yt at
time t depends only on the current state �t . Each consecutive state �t depends only
on the previous state �t�1.

4.2. SIS for state-space models

We can view the problem of estimating the hidden states�0:t as
estimating a vector of parameters ✓ which increases in dimension
at each time point t , such that, at time t , we estimate ✓ = �0:t , and
at time t + 1 we add another dimension to the parameter vector
to estimate ✓ = �0:t+1. Using IS, we could draw a new importance
sample {�(i)

0:t} at each time t , but this would result in an increase
in computational burden over time, which we would like to avoid
in real-time applications. Using sequential importance sampling,
we can incrementally build up the importance sample, starting at
time t = 0 with a sample {�(i)

0 }, then sampling values �
(i)
1 at time

1 conditional on the sample at time 0, then adding sampled values
�

(i)
2 at time 2 conditional on the sample at time 1, etc. Formally, this

means we define the importance distribution at time t as

qt(�0:t) = qt(�t |�0:t�1)qt�1(�0:t�1). (10)

Using this conditional importance distribution, and noting that
qt�1(�0:t) = qt�1(�0:t�1), the right-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to
qt�1(�0:t )
qt (�0:t )

= 1
qt (�t |�0:t�1)

. Combining this with Eq. (9), we can write
the incremental weight update as

a(i)
t = p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
.

Using normalized importance weights, we can ignore the
p(yt |y1:t�1) term, which is often difficult to compute. As when
using SIS to sequentially estimate time-invariant parameters, we
nowhave an algorithmof (approximately) constant computational
cost. At each time t , we add a new dimension to our particles by
drawing values �

(i)
t from a conditional importance distribution,

and we update the weights without the need to revisit all the pre-
vious observations and hidden states.

As usual, the choice of importance distribution qt(�t |�0:t�1)
should be carefully considered, as a poor choice can result in an
estimator with high variance. An equivalent formulation of the
incremental weight update is

a(i)
t = p(�(i)

t |yt , �(i)
t�1)p(yt |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
,

which is generally more involved to compute, but indicates that
the optimal importance distribution (in terms of minimizing the
variance of the importance weights) is

q⇤
t (�t |�0:t�1) = p(�t |yt , �t�1).

The optimal importance distribution is again mostly of theoretical
interest, but when possible, an importance distribution should be
used which matches it as closely as possible.

Unfortunately, even when the optimal importance distribution
can be used, SIS for state-space models will suffer from the same
weight degeneracy problem we observed when estimating time-
invariant parameters. Suppose that at time t , we have a ‘‘perfect’’
sample �

(i)
0:t ⇠ p(�0:t |y1:t), i.e., the particles are distributed

according to the target distribution and the normalized importance
weights are all W (i) = 1/N . Moving to the next time point, we

can sample the new state �
(i)
t+1 ⇠ p(�t+1|yt+1, �

(i)
t ), but without

redrawing �
(i)
0:t , the resulting particles �

(i)
0:t+1 will not be distributed

according to the current target distribution p(�0:t+1|y1:t+1). Thus,
in a sequential algorithm where we keep the values �

(i)
0:t , it will

not be possible to generate a perfect sample at time t + 1. To
do this, the samples �

(i)
0:t would already have to be distributed

according to p(�0:t |y1:t+1), and not according to p(�0:t |y1:t), the
target distribution at time t . These two distributions are generally
different, because the new observation yt+1 provides information
about the likely values of �0:t that was not available at the time
of drawing �

(i)
0:t . Hence, repeated application of SIS necessarily

introduces variability in the importance weights, which builds up
over time, increasing the variance of the estimator and ultimately
resulting in weight degeneracy.

4.3. A generic particle filter

To counter weight degeneracy, SMCmethods combine SIS with
resampling, replicating particles with high weights and eliminat-
ing those with low weights. After resampling, the particles have
uniform weights and are (approximately) distributed according to
the target distribution p(�0:t |y1:t). At the next time point, a new
dimension �t+1 is added to the particles by drawing from a con-
ditional importance distribution qt+1(�

(i)
t+1|�(i)

0:t). Resampling will
have focused the set {�(i)

0:t} on useful ‘‘grid points’’ andwhile this set
contains exact copies of particles, the values of the new dimension
�

(i)
t+1 will be jittered and hence provide an adapted and useful set

of grid points to estimate�t+1. As estimation of a current state�t is
generally of more interest than estimating the whole path �0:t , the
fact that we now have a multidimensional grid where only the last
dimension is adapted (as the dimensions reflecting earlier states
contain exact replicates) is of little concern. If we are interested in
estimating the whole path �0:t , we would need to jitter the grid
points on all dimensions. We return to this issue in Section 5.1.

A generic particle filter (see Fig. 1) to approximate a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�0:1|y1), p(�0:2|y1:2), . . . , p(�0:t |y1:t),
proceeds as follows:

Algorithm 5. A generic particle filter

1. (Initialize) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �̃
(i)
0 ⇠ q(�0) and com-

pute the normalized importance weights W̃ (i)
0 / p(�(i)

0 )

q(�̃(i)
0 )

with
PN

i=1 W̃
(i)
t = 1.

2. For t = 1, . . . , T :
(a) (Propagate) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �

(i)
t ⇠ qt(�t |�̃(i)

0:t�1),
and add this new dimension to the particles, setting �

(i)
0:t =

(�̃
(i)
0:t�1, �

(i)
t ).

(b) (Reweight) For i = 1, . . . ,N , compute normalized weights

W (i)
t / p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
W̃ (i)

t�1

with
PN

i=1 W
(i)
t = 1.

(c) (Estimate) Compute the required estimate

EPFn
t =

NX

i=1

f (�(i)
0:t)W

(i)
t .

(d) (Resample) If Neff  cN , resample {�̃(i)
0:t} with replace-

ment from {�(i)
0:t} using the normalized weightsW (i)

t and set
W̃ (i)

t = 1/N to obtain a set of equally weighted particles
{�̃(i)

t , W̃ (i) = 1/N}; else set {�̃(i)
0:t , W̃

(i)
t } = {�(i)

0:t ,W
(i)
t }.



SIS	para	modelos	en	el	espacio	de	estados
• En	vista	de	que	𝑞P]N 𝜙c:P = 𝑞P]N 𝜙c:P]N ,	entonces	

• ^VWU ef:V
^V ef:V

= N
^V eV|ef:VWU

• Combinando	con	la	ecuación	para	estimar	la	secuencia	de	estados	de	
manera	recursiva:	

• Y	recordando	que																																																					

• Obtenemos

• El	término																				puede	eliminarse	si	se	hace	normalización	de	
pesos
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Fig. 4. Distribution of estimates of the tail probability for an Ex-Gaussian distribution using basic Monte Carlo integration, importance sampling with a shifted exponential
distribution, and importance sampling with a truncated Normal distribution. The dotted lines show the true value of the tail probability. Each estimator used N = 2000
particles and distributions were obtained by applying each estimator repeatedly for 1000 times.

as the normalizing constant cancels out in the computation of the
self-normalizedweights.3 So, when using self-normalizedweights,
the target distribution only has to be known up to the normalizing
constant.

2. Sequential importance sampling and online Bayesian infer-

ence

We often need to infer unknown parameters of a statistical
model sequentially after each new observation comes in. Such on-
line inference is crucial in a wide range of situations, including
adaptive design of experiments (e.g., Amzal, Bois, Parent, & Robert,
2006; Myung, Cavagnaro, & Pitt, 2013) and real-time fault diag-
nosis in nuclear power plants. From a Bayesian viewpoint, this
means we want to compute a sequence of posterior distributions
p(✓ |y1), p(✓ |y1:2), . . . , p(✓ |y1:t), where y1:t = (y1, y2, . . . , yt) de-
notes a sequence of observations, and ✓ a vector of parameters.
To approximate such a posterior distribution p(✓ |y1:t) with im-
portance sampling, we need an importance distribution qt(✓) to
generate an importance sample of particles, and compute the im-
portance weights

w
(i)
t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)

qt(✓ (i))
.

While we could generate a fresh importance sample at each point
in time, this will usually increase the computational burden at
each consecutive time point, as at each time we would have to
browse the whole history of observations to compute the impor-
tance weights. Moreover, when tracking an evolving latent state
over time, wewould also have to generate larger and larger impor-
tance samples as, at each time point, we would have to sample the
whole trajectory of the latent state thus far. For real-time applica-
tions, it is important to devise an algorithmwith an approximately
fixed computational cost at each timepoint. Sequential importance
sampling (SIS) serves this purpose. In addition, by using informa-
tion fromprevious observations and samples, SIS can providemore
efficient importance distributions than a straightforward applica-
tion of IS.

A key idea in SIS is to compute the importance weights
incrementally, by multiplying the importance weight at the

3 This is shown as

NX

i=1

p(y(i) |x)
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

NP
j=1

p(y(i) |x)
q(y(i))

=
NX

i=1

1
p(x)

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

1
p(x)

NP
j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

=
NX

j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

f (y(i))

NP
j=1

p(x,y(i))
q(y(i))

.

previous time t � 1 by an incremental weight update a(i)
t . It is

always possible to formulate the importance weights in such a
form by trivially rewriting the importance weights above as

w
(i)
t = p(✓ (i)|y1:t)qt�1(✓

(i))

p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)qt(✓ (i))

p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

qt�1(✓ (i))

= a(i)
t w

(i)
t�1, (6)

where we define the incremental weight update as

a(i)
t ,

p(✓ (i)|y1:t)
p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

⇥ qt�1(✓
(i))

qt(✓ (i))
. (7)

This is of course not immediately helpful, as we still need to com-
pute p(✓ (i)|y1:t) and qt(✓ (i)) in full at each time point. However,
there are some important cases where we can simplify the incre-
mental weight update further. In this section, we will focus on one
such case, involving on-line inference of time-invariant parame-
ters. This will help to illustrate the basics of SIS and its main short-
coming. We will see that while sequential importance sampling is
computationally efficient, allowing one to approximate the distri-
butions of interest sequentially without having to revisit all pre-
vious observations or completely redraw the whole importance
sample, the performance of SIS degrades over time because after
a large number of iterations, all but one particle will have negli-
gible weight. After introducing resampling as a way to overcome
this problem of ‘‘weight degeneracy’’, we then return to a second
important application of SIS, namely the inference of latent states
in state-space models. Combining SIS with resampling provides us
with a recipe for a particle filter which is highly effective for these
applications.

2.1. Sequential importance sampling for time-invariant parameters

We will now focus on the problem of computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(✓ |y1:t), t = 1, . . . , T for a vector
of unknown parameters ✓ . Assuming the observations are
conditionally independent given the parameters, we can express
each of these posteriors through Bayes’ theorem as

p(✓ |y1:t) =
p(✓)

tQ
i=1

p(yi|✓)

p(y1:t)
.

In this case, the left-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to

p(✓ (i)|y1:t)
p(✓ (i)|y1:t�1)

= p(yt |✓ (i))p(yt |y1:t�1)
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a state-space model. Each observation Yt at
time t depends only on the current state �t . Each consecutive state �t depends only
on the previous state �t�1.

4.2. SIS for state-space models

We can view the problem of estimating the hidden states�0:t as
estimating a vector of parameters ✓ which increases in dimension
at each time point t , such that, at time t , we estimate ✓ = �0:t , and
at time t + 1 we add another dimension to the parameter vector
to estimate ✓ = �0:t+1. Using IS, we could draw a new importance
sample {�(i)

0:t} at each time t , but this would result in an increase
in computational burden over time, which we would like to avoid
in real-time applications. Using sequential importance sampling,
we can incrementally build up the importance sample, starting at
time t = 0 with a sample {�(i)

0 }, then sampling values �
(i)
1 at time

1 conditional on the sample at time 0, then adding sampled values
�

(i)
2 at time 2 conditional on the sample at time 1, etc. Formally, this

means we define the importance distribution at time t as

qt(�0:t) = qt(�t |�0:t�1)qt�1(�0:t�1). (10)

Using this conditional importance distribution, and noting that
qt�1(�0:t) = qt�1(�0:t�1), the right-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to
qt�1(�0:t )
qt (�0:t )

= 1
qt (�t |�0:t�1)

. Combining this with Eq. (9), we can write
the incremental weight update as

a(i)
t = p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
.

Using normalized importance weights, we can ignore the
p(yt |y1:t�1) term, which is often difficult to compute. As when
using SIS to sequentially estimate time-invariant parameters, we
nowhave an algorithmof (approximately) constant computational
cost. At each time t , we add a new dimension to our particles by
drawing values �

(i)
t from a conditional importance distribution,

and we update the weights without the need to revisit all the pre-
vious observations and hidden states.

As usual, the choice of importance distribution qt(�t |�0:t�1)
should be carefully considered, as a poor choice can result in an
estimator with high variance. An equivalent formulation of the
incremental weight update is

a(i)
t = p(�(i)

t |yt , �(i)
t�1)p(yt |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
,

which is generally more involved to compute, but indicates that
the optimal importance distribution (in terms of minimizing the
variance of the importance weights) is

q⇤
t (�t |�0:t�1) = p(�t |yt , �t�1).

The optimal importance distribution is again mostly of theoretical
interest, but when possible, an importance distribution should be
used which matches it as closely as possible.

Unfortunately, even when the optimal importance distribution
can be used, SIS for state-space models will suffer from the same
weight degeneracy problem we observed when estimating time-
invariant parameters. Suppose that at time t , we have a ‘‘perfect’’
sample �

(i)
0:t ⇠ p(�0:t |y1:t), i.e., the particles are distributed

according to the target distribution and the normalized importance
weights are all W (i) = 1/N . Moving to the next time point, we

can sample the new state �
(i)
t+1 ⇠ p(�t+1|yt+1, �

(i)
t ), but without

redrawing �
(i)
0:t , the resulting particles �

(i)
0:t+1 will not be distributed

according to the current target distribution p(�0:t+1|y1:t+1). Thus,
in a sequential algorithm where we keep the values �

(i)
0:t , it will

not be possible to generate a perfect sample at time t + 1. To
do this, the samples �

(i)
0:t would already have to be distributed

according to p(�0:t |y1:t+1), and not according to p(�0:t |y1:t), the
target distribution at time t . These two distributions are generally
different, because the new observation yt+1 provides information
about the likely values of �0:t that was not available at the time
of drawing �

(i)
0:t . Hence, repeated application of SIS necessarily

introduces variability in the importance weights, which builds up
over time, increasing the variance of the estimator and ultimately
resulting in weight degeneracy.

4.3. A generic particle filter

To counter weight degeneracy, SMCmethods combine SIS with
resampling, replicating particles with high weights and eliminat-
ing those with low weights. After resampling, the particles have
uniform weights and are (approximately) distributed according to
the target distribution p(�0:t |y1:t). At the next time point, a new
dimension �t+1 is added to the particles by drawing from a con-
ditional importance distribution qt+1(�

(i)
t+1|�(i)

0:t). Resampling will
have focused the set {�(i)

0:t} on useful ‘‘grid points’’ andwhile this set
contains exact copies of particles, the values of the new dimension
�

(i)
t+1 will be jittered and hence provide an adapted and useful set

of grid points to estimate�t+1. As estimation of a current state�t is
generally of more interest than estimating the whole path �0:t , the
fact that we now have a multidimensional grid where only the last
dimension is adapted (as the dimensions reflecting earlier states
contain exact replicates) is of little concern. If we are interested in
estimating the whole path �0:t , we would need to jitter the grid
points on all dimensions. We return to this issue in Section 5.1.

A generic particle filter (see Fig. 1) to approximate a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�0:1|y1), p(�0:2|y1:2), . . . , p(�0:t |y1:t),
proceeds as follows:

Algorithm 5. A generic particle filter

1. (Initialize) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �̃
(i)
0 ⇠ q(�0) and com-

pute the normalized importance weights W̃ (i)
0 / p(�(i)

0 )

q(�̃(i)
0 )

with
PN

i=1 W̃
(i)
t = 1.

2. For t = 1, . . . , T :
(a) (Propagate) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �

(i)
t ⇠ qt(�t |�̃(i)

0:t�1),
and add this new dimension to the particles, setting �

(i)
0:t =

(�̃
(i)
0:t�1, �

(i)
t ).

(b) (Reweight) For i = 1, . . . ,N , compute normalized weights

W (i)
t / p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
W̃ (i)

t�1

with
PN

i=1 W
(i)
t = 1.

(c) (Estimate) Compute the required estimate

EPFn
t =

NX

i=1

f (�(i)
0:t)W

(i)
t .

(d) (Resample) If Neff  cN , resample {�̃(i)
0:t} with replace-

ment from {�(i)
0:t} using the normalized weightsW (i)

t and set
W̃ (i)

t = 1/N to obtain a set of equally weighted particles
{�̃(i)

t , W̃ (i) = 1/N}; else set {�̃(i)
0:t , W̃

(i)
t } = {�(i)

0:t ,W
(i)
t }.
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3. Resampling

Due to the problem of weight degeneracy, after running an SIS
algorithm for a large number of iterations (time points), all but
one particle will have negligible weight. Clearly, this is not a good
situation, aswe effectively approximate a distributionwith a single
particle. Moreover, this single particle does not even have to be in a
region of high probability. A particle can have such a large relative
weight that it will take very long for it to reduce, even though
the target distribution has ‘‘moved on’’. A useful measure to detect
weight degeneracy is the effective sample size (Liu, 2001, p. 35–36),
defined as

Neff ,
1

NP
i=1

(W (i))2
. (8)

This measure varies between 1 (all but one particle have weight
0) and N (all particles have equal weight). Thus, the lower the
effective sample size, the stronger the weight degeneracy.

To counter the problem of weight degeneracy, SMC algorithms
include a resampling step, in which particles are sampled with
replacement from the set of all particles, with a probability that
depends on the importance weights. The main idea is to replicate
particles with large weights and eliminate those with small
weights, as the latter have little effect on the estimates anyway. The
simplest sampling scheme is multinomial sampling, which draws
N samples fromamultinomial distribution over the particle indices
i = 1, . . . ,N , with probabilities p(i) = W (i). After resampling,
the weights are set to W (i) = 1/N , because, roughly put, we have
already used the information in the weights to resample the set
of particles. It is straightforward to show that resampling does not
change the expected value of the estimator (5).

In addition to countering weight degeneracy, a further benefit
of resampling is that while the SIS samples themselves are not dis-
tributed according to the target distribution p (they are distributed
according to the instrumental distribution q and to approximate p
we need to use the importance weights), the resampled values are
(approximately) distributed according to p. A drawback of resam-
pling is that it increases the variance of the estimator. To reduce
this effect of resampling, alternatives to multinomial resampling
have been proposed with smaller variance.

The idea behind residual resampling (Liu&Chen, 1998) is to use a
deterministic approach as much as possible, and then use random
resampling for the remainder. To preserve the expected value of
the estimator, the expected number of replications of each particle
i should be NW (i). This is generally not an integer, and hence we
cannot use these expectations directly to generate the desired
number of replications. Residual resampling takes the integer part
of each NW (i) term and replicates each particle deterministically
according to that number. The remaining particles are then
generated through multinomial resampling from a distribution
determined by the non-integer parts of each NW (i) term.

Stratified resampling (Carpenter, Clifford, & Fearnhead, 1999) is
another scheme which results in partly deterministic replication
of particles. As the name suggests, it is based on the principles of
stratified sampling used in survey research. Practically, themethod
consists of using the weights to form an ‘‘empirical’’ cumulative
distribution over the particles. This distribution is then split into
N equally sized strata, and a single draw is taken from each
stratum.

The most popular resampling scheme, systematic resampling
(Kitagawa, 1996), is based on the same intuition as stratified
resampling, but reduces the Monte Carlo variance further by using
a single random number, rather than a different random number,
to draw from each stratum. Letting {✓t ,W (i)

t } represent the set
of particles before resampling, and {✓̃ (i)

t , W̃ (i)
t } the set of particles

after resampling, systematic resampling can be summarized as
follows:

Algorithm 4. Systematic resampling

1. Draw u ⇠ Unif(0, 1/N).
2. Define Ui = (i � 1)/N + u, i = 1, . . . ,N .
3. For i = 1, . . . ,N , find r such that

Pr�1
k=1 W

(k)  Ui <Pr
k=1 W

(k)
t and set j(i) = r .

4. For i = 1, . . . ,N , set ✓̃
(i)
t = ✓

(j(i))
t and W̃ (i)

t = 1/N .

Systematic resampling is simple to implement and generally
performs very well in practice (Doucet & Johansen, 2011).
However, in contrast to residual and stratified resampling, it is
not guaranteed to outperform multinomial resampling (see Douc,
Cappé, &Moulines, 2005, for this point and a thorough comparison
of the theoretical properties of different resampling schemes).

4. Particle filters: SMC for state-space models

In filtering problems, we are interested in tracking the latent
states �t of a stochastic process as each observation yt comes in.
In a Bayesian framework, we do this by computing a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�1|y1), . . . , p(�t |y1:t). These posterior
distributions of the current state �t , given all the observations thus
far, are also called filtering distributions.

4.1. State-space models

State-space models are an important class of models to
describe time-series of observations. State-space models describe
an observable time series y1:t through a time-series of latent or
hidden states �0:t . In state-space models, we make two important
assumptions about the relation between states and observations.
A graphical representation of a state-space model in the form of a
Bayesian network is given in Fig. 6. Firstly, we assume that each
observation yt depends solely on the current state �t , such that the
observations are conditionally independent given the states �t :

p(y1:T |�0:T ) =
TY

t=1

p(yt |�t).

Secondly, we assume that the hidden states change over time
according to a first-order Markov process, such that the current
state depends only on the state at the immediately preceding time
point:

p(�0:T ) = p(�0)
TY

t=1

p(�t |�t�1).

Given these two assumptions, we can write the posterior
distribution over the hidden states as

p(�0:T |y1:T ) =
p(�0)

TQ
t=1

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(y1:T )
.

Moreover, we can compute the posteriors recursively as

p(�0:t |y1:t) = p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)
p(�0:t�1|y1:t�1) (9)

where

p(yt |y1:t�1) =
ZZ

p(yt |�t)p(�t |�t�1)p(�t�1|y1:t�1) d�t�1d�t

Models with this structure are also known as hidden Markov
models (e.g., Visser, 2011).
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a state-space model. Each observation Yt at
time t depends only on the current state �t . Each consecutive state �t depends only
on the previous state �t�1.

4.2. SIS for state-space models

We can view the problem of estimating the hidden states�0:t as
estimating a vector of parameters ✓ which increases in dimension
at each time point t , such that, at time t , we estimate ✓ = �0:t , and
at time t + 1 we add another dimension to the parameter vector
to estimate ✓ = �0:t+1. Using IS, we could draw a new importance
sample {�(i)

0:t} at each time t , but this would result in an increase
in computational burden over time, which we would like to avoid
in real-time applications. Using sequential importance sampling,
we can incrementally build up the importance sample, starting at
time t = 0 with a sample {�(i)

0 }, then sampling values �
(i)
1 at time

1 conditional on the sample at time 0, then adding sampled values
�

(i)
2 at time 2 conditional on the sample at time 1, etc. Formally, this

means we define the importance distribution at time t as

qt(�0:t) = qt(�t |�0:t�1)qt�1(�0:t�1). (10)

Using this conditional importance distribution, and noting that
qt�1(�0:t) = qt�1(�0:t�1), the right-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to
qt�1(�0:t )
qt (�0:t )

= 1
qt (�t |�0:t�1)

. Combining this with Eq. (9), we can write
the incremental weight update as

a(i)
t = p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
.

Using normalized importance weights, we can ignore the
p(yt |y1:t�1) term, which is often difficult to compute. As when
using SIS to sequentially estimate time-invariant parameters, we
nowhave an algorithmof (approximately) constant computational
cost. At each time t , we add a new dimension to our particles by
drawing values �

(i)
t from a conditional importance distribution,

and we update the weights without the need to revisit all the pre-
vious observations and hidden states.

As usual, the choice of importance distribution qt(�t |�0:t�1)
should be carefully considered, as a poor choice can result in an
estimator with high variance. An equivalent formulation of the
incremental weight update is

a(i)
t = p(�(i)

t |yt , �(i)
t�1)p(yt |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
,

which is generally more involved to compute, but indicates that
the optimal importance distribution (in terms of minimizing the
variance of the importance weights) is

q⇤
t (�t |�0:t�1) = p(�t |yt , �t�1).

The optimal importance distribution is again mostly of theoretical
interest, but when possible, an importance distribution should be
used which matches it as closely as possible.

Unfortunately, even when the optimal importance distribution
can be used, SIS for state-space models will suffer from the same
weight degeneracy problem we observed when estimating time-
invariant parameters. Suppose that at time t , we have a ‘‘perfect’’
sample �

(i)
0:t ⇠ p(�0:t |y1:t), i.e., the particles are distributed

according to the target distribution and the normalized importance
weights are all W (i) = 1/N . Moving to the next time point, we

can sample the new state �
(i)
t+1 ⇠ p(�t+1|yt+1, �

(i)
t ), but without

redrawing �
(i)
0:t , the resulting particles �

(i)
0:t+1 will not be distributed

according to the current target distribution p(�0:t+1|y1:t+1). Thus,
in a sequential algorithm where we keep the values �

(i)
0:t , it will

not be possible to generate a perfect sample at time t + 1. To
do this, the samples �

(i)
0:t would already have to be distributed

according to p(�0:t |y1:t+1), and not according to p(�0:t |y1:t), the
target distribution at time t . These two distributions are generally
different, because the new observation yt+1 provides information
about the likely values of �0:t that was not available at the time
of drawing �

(i)
0:t . Hence, repeated application of SIS necessarily

introduces variability in the importance weights, which builds up
over time, increasing the variance of the estimator and ultimately
resulting in weight degeneracy.

4.3. A generic particle filter

To counter weight degeneracy, SMCmethods combine SIS with
resampling, replicating particles with high weights and eliminat-
ing those with low weights. After resampling, the particles have
uniform weights and are (approximately) distributed according to
the target distribution p(�0:t |y1:t). At the next time point, a new
dimension �t+1 is added to the particles by drawing from a con-
ditional importance distribution qt+1(�

(i)
t+1|�(i)

0:t). Resampling will
have focused the set {�(i)

0:t} on useful ‘‘grid points’’ andwhile this set
contains exact copies of particles, the values of the new dimension
�

(i)
t+1 will be jittered and hence provide an adapted and useful set

of grid points to estimate�t+1. As estimation of a current state�t is
generally of more interest than estimating the whole path �0:t , the
fact that we now have a multidimensional grid where only the last
dimension is adapted (as the dimensions reflecting earlier states
contain exact replicates) is of little concern. If we are interested in
estimating the whole path �0:t , we would need to jitter the grid
points on all dimensions. We return to this issue in Section 5.1.

A generic particle filter (see Fig. 1) to approximate a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�0:1|y1), p(�0:2|y1:2), . . . , p(�0:t |y1:t),
proceeds as follows:

Algorithm 5. A generic particle filter

1. (Initialize) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �̃
(i)
0 ⇠ q(�0) and com-

pute the normalized importance weights W̃ (i)
0 / p(�(i)

0 )

q(�̃(i)
0 )

with
PN

i=1 W̃
(i)
t = 1.

2. For t = 1, . . . , T :
(a) (Propagate) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �

(i)
t ⇠ qt(�t |�̃(i)

0:t�1),
and add this new dimension to the particles, setting �

(i)
0:t =

(�̃
(i)
0:t�1, �

(i)
t ).

(b) (Reweight) For i = 1, . . . ,N , compute normalized weights

W (i)
t / p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
W̃ (i)

t�1

with
PN

i=1 W
(i)
t = 1.

(c) (Estimate) Compute the required estimate

EPFn
t =

NX

i=1

f (�(i)
0:t)W

(i)
t .

(d) (Resample) If Neff  cN , resample {�̃(i)
0:t} with replace-

ment from {�(i)
0:t} using the normalized weightsW (i)

t and set
W̃ (i)

t = 1/N to obtain a set of equally weighted particles
{�̃(i)

t , W̃ (i) = 1/N}; else set {�̃(i)
0:t , W̃

(i)
t } = {�(i)

0:t ,W
(i)
t }.



SIS	para	modelos	en	el	espacio	de	estados

• Una	fórmula	equivalente	para	calcular	el	factor	para	determinar	los	
pesos	de	manera	incremental	es:
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a state-space model. Each observation Yt at
time t depends only on the current state �t . Each consecutive state �t depends only
on the previous state �t�1.

4.2. SIS for state-space models

We can view the problem of estimating the hidden states�0:t as
estimating a vector of parameters ✓ which increases in dimension
at each time point t , such that, at time t , we estimate ✓ = �0:t , and
at time t + 1 we add another dimension to the parameter vector
to estimate ✓ = �0:t+1. Using IS, we could draw a new importance
sample {�(i)

0:t} at each time t , but this would result in an increase
in computational burden over time, which we would like to avoid
in real-time applications. Using sequential importance sampling,
we can incrementally build up the importance sample, starting at
time t = 0 with a sample {�(i)

0 }, then sampling values �
(i)
1 at time

1 conditional on the sample at time 0, then adding sampled values
�

(i)
2 at time 2 conditional on the sample at time 1, etc. Formally, this

means we define the importance distribution at time t as

qt(�0:t) = qt(�t |�0:t�1)qt�1(�0:t�1). (10)

Using this conditional importance distribution, and noting that
qt�1(�0:t) = qt�1(�0:t�1), the right-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to
qt�1(�0:t )
qt (�0:t )

= 1
qt (�t |�0:t�1)

. Combining this with Eq. (9), we can write
the incremental weight update as

a(i)
t = p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
.

Using normalized importance weights, we can ignore the
p(yt |y1:t�1) term, which is often difficult to compute. As when
using SIS to sequentially estimate time-invariant parameters, we
nowhave an algorithmof (approximately) constant computational
cost. At each time t , we add a new dimension to our particles by
drawing values �

(i)
t from a conditional importance distribution,

and we update the weights without the need to revisit all the pre-
vious observations and hidden states.

As usual, the choice of importance distribution qt(�t |�0:t�1)
should be carefully considered, as a poor choice can result in an
estimator with high variance. An equivalent formulation of the
incremental weight update is

a(i)
t = p(�(i)

t |yt , �(i)
t�1)p(yt |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
,

which is generally more involved to compute, but indicates that
the optimal importance distribution (in terms of minimizing the
variance of the importance weights) is

q⇤
t (�t |�0:t�1) = p(�t |yt , �t�1).

The optimal importance distribution is again mostly of theoretical
interest, but when possible, an importance distribution should be
used which matches it as closely as possible.

Unfortunately, even when the optimal importance distribution
can be used, SIS for state-space models will suffer from the same
weight degeneracy problem we observed when estimating time-
invariant parameters. Suppose that at time t , we have a ‘‘perfect’’
sample �

(i)
0:t ⇠ p(�0:t |y1:t), i.e., the particles are distributed

according to the target distribution and the normalized importance
weights are all W (i) = 1/N . Moving to the next time point, we

can sample the new state �
(i)
t+1 ⇠ p(�t+1|yt+1, �

(i)
t ), but without

redrawing �
(i)
0:t , the resulting particles �

(i)
0:t+1 will not be distributed

according to the current target distribution p(�0:t+1|y1:t+1). Thus,
in a sequential algorithm where we keep the values �

(i)
0:t , it will

not be possible to generate a perfect sample at time t + 1. To
do this, the samples �

(i)
0:t would already have to be distributed

according to p(�0:t |y1:t+1), and not according to p(�0:t |y1:t), the
target distribution at time t . These two distributions are generally
different, because the new observation yt+1 provides information
about the likely values of �0:t that was not available at the time
of drawing �

(i)
0:t . Hence, repeated application of SIS necessarily

introduces variability in the importance weights, which builds up
over time, increasing the variance of the estimator and ultimately
resulting in weight degeneracy.

4.3. A generic particle filter

To counter weight degeneracy, SMCmethods combine SIS with
resampling, replicating particles with high weights and eliminat-
ing those with low weights. After resampling, the particles have
uniform weights and are (approximately) distributed according to
the target distribution p(�0:t |y1:t). At the next time point, a new
dimension �t+1 is added to the particles by drawing from a con-
ditional importance distribution qt+1(�

(i)
t+1|�(i)

0:t). Resampling will
have focused the set {�(i)

0:t} on useful ‘‘grid points’’ andwhile this set
contains exact copies of particles, the values of the new dimension
�

(i)
t+1 will be jittered and hence provide an adapted and useful set

of grid points to estimate�t+1. As estimation of a current state�t is
generally of more interest than estimating the whole path �0:t , the
fact that we now have a multidimensional grid where only the last
dimension is adapted (as the dimensions reflecting earlier states
contain exact replicates) is of little concern. If we are interested in
estimating the whole path �0:t , we would need to jitter the grid
points on all dimensions. We return to this issue in Section 5.1.

A generic particle filter (see Fig. 1) to approximate a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�0:1|y1), p(�0:2|y1:2), . . . , p(�0:t |y1:t),
proceeds as follows:

Algorithm 5. A generic particle filter

1. (Initialize) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �̃
(i)
0 ⇠ q(�0) and com-

pute the normalized importance weights W̃ (i)
0 / p(�(i)

0 )

q(�̃(i)
0 )

with
PN

i=1 W̃
(i)
t = 1.

2. For t = 1, . . . , T :
(a) (Propagate) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �

(i)
t ⇠ qt(�t |�̃(i)

0:t�1),
and add this new dimension to the particles, setting �

(i)
0:t =

(�̃
(i)
0:t�1, �

(i)
t ).

(b) (Reweight) For i = 1, . . . ,N , compute normalized weights

W (i)
t / p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
W̃ (i)

t�1

with
PN

i=1 W
(i)
t = 1.

(c) (Estimate) Compute the required estimate

EPFn
t =

NX

i=1

f (�(i)
0:t)W

(i)
t .

(d) (Resample) If Neff  cN , resample {�̃(i)
0:t} with replace-

ment from {�(i)
0:t} using the normalized weightsW (i)

t and set
W̃ (i)

t = 1/N to obtain a set of equally weighted particles
{�̃(i)

t , W̃ (i) = 1/N}; else set {�̃(i)
0:t , W̃

(i)
t } = {�(i)

0:t ,W
(i)
t }.
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Fig. 6. Schematic representation of a state-space model. Each observation Yt at
time t depends only on the current state �t . Each consecutive state �t depends only
on the previous state �t�1.

4.2. SIS for state-space models

We can view the problem of estimating the hidden states�0:t as
estimating a vector of parameters ✓ which increases in dimension
at each time point t , such that, at time t , we estimate ✓ = �0:t , and
at time t + 1 we add another dimension to the parameter vector
to estimate ✓ = �0:t+1. Using IS, we could draw a new importance
sample {�(i)

0:t} at each time t , but this would result in an increase
in computational burden over time, which we would like to avoid
in real-time applications. Using sequential importance sampling,
we can incrementally build up the importance sample, starting at
time t = 0 with a sample {�(i)

0 }, then sampling values �
(i)
1 at time

1 conditional on the sample at time 0, then adding sampled values
�

(i)
2 at time 2 conditional on the sample at time 1, etc. Formally, this

means we define the importance distribution at time t as

qt(�0:t) = qt(�t |�0:t�1)qt�1(�0:t�1). (10)

Using this conditional importance distribution, and noting that
qt�1(�0:t) = qt�1(�0:t�1), the right-hand ratio in (7) simplifies to
qt�1(�0:t )
qt (�0:t )

= 1
qt (�t |�0:t�1)

. Combining this with Eq. (9), we can write
the incremental weight update as

a(i)
t = p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
.

Using normalized importance weights, we can ignore the
p(yt |y1:t�1) term, which is often difficult to compute. As when
using SIS to sequentially estimate time-invariant parameters, we
nowhave an algorithmof (approximately) constant computational
cost. At each time t , we add a new dimension to our particles by
drawing values �

(i)
t from a conditional importance distribution,

and we update the weights without the need to revisit all the pre-
vious observations and hidden states.

As usual, the choice of importance distribution qt(�t |�0:t�1)
should be carefully considered, as a poor choice can result in an
estimator with high variance. An equivalent formulation of the
incremental weight update is

a(i)
t = p(�(i)

t |yt , �(i)
t�1)p(yt |�(i)

t�1)

p(yt |y1:t�1)qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
,

which is generally more involved to compute, but indicates that
the optimal importance distribution (in terms of minimizing the
variance of the importance weights) is

q⇤
t (�t |�0:t�1) = p(�t |yt , �t�1).

The optimal importance distribution is again mostly of theoretical
interest, but when possible, an importance distribution should be
used which matches it as closely as possible.

Unfortunately, even when the optimal importance distribution
can be used, SIS for state-space models will suffer from the same
weight degeneracy problem we observed when estimating time-
invariant parameters. Suppose that at time t , we have a ‘‘perfect’’
sample �

(i)
0:t ⇠ p(�0:t |y1:t), i.e., the particles are distributed

according to the target distribution and the normalized importance
weights are all W (i) = 1/N . Moving to the next time point, we

can sample the new state �
(i)
t+1 ⇠ p(�t+1|yt+1, �

(i)
t ), but without

redrawing �
(i)
0:t , the resulting particles �

(i)
0:t+1 will not be distributed

according to the current target distribution p(�0:t+1|y1:t+1). Thus,
in a sequential algorithm where we keep the values �

(i)
0:t , it will

not be possible to generate a perfect sample at time t + 1. To
do this, the samples �

(i)
0:t would already have to be distributed

according to p(�0:t |y1:t+1), and not according to p(�0:t |y1:t), the
target distribution at time t . These two distributions are generally
different, because the new observation yt+1 provides information
about the likely values of �0:t that was not available at the time
of drawing �

(i)
0:t . Hence, repeated application of SIS necessarily

introduces variability in the importance weights, which builds up
over time, increasing the variance of the estimator and ultimately
resulting in weight degeneracy.

4.3. A generic particle filter

To counter weight degeneracy, SMCmethods combine SIS with
resampling, replicating particles with high weights and eliminat-
ing those with low weights. After resampling, the particles have
uniform weights and are (approximately) distributed according to
the target distribution p(�0:t |y1:t). At the next time point, a new
dimension �t+1 is added to the particles by drawing from a con-
ditional importance distribution qt+1(�

(i)
t+1|�(i)

0:t). Resampling will
have focused the set {�(i)

0:t} on useful ‘‘grid points’’ andwhile this set
contains exact copies of particles, the values of the new dimension
�

(i)
t+1 will be jittered and hence provide an adapted and useful set

of grid points to estimate�t+1. As estimation of a current state�t is
generally of more interest than estimating the whole path �0:t , the
fact that we now have a multidimensional grid where only the last
dimension is adapted (as the dimensions reflecting earlier states
contain exact replicates) is of little concern. If we are interested in
estimating the whole path �0:t , we would need to jitter the grid
points on all dimensions. We return to this issue in Section 5.1.

A generic particle filter (see Fig. 1) to approximate a sequence
of posterior distributions p(�0:1|y1), p(�0:2|y1:2), . . . , p(�0:t |y1:t),
proceeds as follows:

Algorithm 5. A generic particle filter

1. (Initialize) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �̃
(i)
0 ⇠ q(�0) and com-

pute the normalized importance weights W̃ (i)
0 / p(�(i)

0 )

q(�̃(i)
0 )

with
PN

i=1 W̃
(i)
t = 1.

2. For t = 1, . . . , T :
(a) (Propagate) For i = 1, . . . ,N , sample �

(i)
t ⇠ qt(�t |�̃(i)

0:t�1),
and add this new dimension to the particles, setting �

(i)
0:t =

(�̃
(i)
0:t�1, �

(i)
t ).

(b) (Reweight) For i = 1, . . . ,N , compute normalized weights

W (i)
t / p(yt |�(i)

t )p(�(i)
t |�(i)

t�1)

qt(�
(i)
t |�(i)

0:t�1)
W̃ (i)

t�1

with
PN

i=1 W
(i)
t = 1.

(c) (Estimate) Compute the required estimate

EPFn
t =

NX

i=1

f (�(i)
0:t)W

(i)
t .

(d) (Resample) If Neff  cN , resample {�̃(i)
0:t} with replace-

ment from {�(i)
0:t} using the normalized weightsW (i)

t and set
W̃ (i)

t = 1/N to obtain a set of equally weighted particles
{�̃(i)

t , W̃ (i) = 1/N}; else set {�̃(i)
0:t , W̃

(i)
t } = {�(i)

0:t ,W
(i)
t }.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a generic particle filter (after Doucet et al., 2001a). Standing at time t , we have a set of weighted particles {�(i)
0:t ,W

(i)
t�1} representing the

prior distribution at t . Each particle �
(i)
0:t is a multidimensional variable which represents the whole path of the latent state from time 0 up to the current time point t , such

that each dimension represents the value of the state at a particular time point. The location of the dots in the graph reflect�(i)
t , the value of the state at the current time point,

i.e. the dimension of each particle reflecting the current state. The size of each dot reflects the weightW (i)
t�1 (‘‘prior at t’’). In the reweight step, the weights are updated toW (i)

t

partly as a function of p(yt |�(i)
t ), the likelihood of observation yt according to each sampled state value �

(i)
t (solid line). The resulting set {�(i)

0:t ,W
(i)
t } of weighted particles

approximates the posterior distribution (‘‘posterior at t’’) of the latent state paths. The resampling step duplicates values �
(i)
0:t with high weights W (i)

t , and eliminates those
with low weights, resulting in the set of uniformly weighted particles {�̃(i)

0:t , W̃
(i)
t = 1/N} which is approximately distributed according to the posterior (second ‘‘posterior

at t’’). In the propagate step, values of states �
(i)
t+1 at the next time point are sampled and added to each particle to account for state transitions, forming a prior distribution

for time t + 1 (‘‘prior at t + 1’’). Thus, at each new time point, the particles grow in dimension because the whole path of the latent state now incorporates the new time
point as well. The particles are then reweighted in response to the likelihood of the new observation yt+1 to approximate the posterior distribution at t + 1 (‘‘posterior at
t + 1’’), etc.

between the particles, and the term ‘‘interacting particle filters’’
was coined by Del Moral (1996), who showed how the method
relates to techniques used in physics to analyze the movement of
particles.

Particle filters have successfully solved difficult problems in
machine learning, such as allowing robots to simultaneously map
their environment and localize their position within it (Monte-
merlo, Thrun, Koller, & Wegbreit, 2002), and the automated track-
ing of multiple objects in naturalistic videos (Isard & Blake, 1998;
Nummiaro, Koller-Meier, & Gool, 2003). More recently, particle fil-
ters have also been proposed asmodels of human cognition, for in-
stance how people learn to categorize objects (Sanborn, Griffiths,
& Navarro, 2010), how they detect and predict changes (Brown &
Steyvers, 2009) aswell asmake decisions (Yi, Steyvers, & Lee, 2009)
in changing environments.

The aim of this tutorial is to provide readers with an accessible
introduction to particle filters and SMC. We will discuss the foun-
dations of SMC, sequential importance sampling and resampling,
in detail, using simple examples to highlight important aspects of
these techniques. We start with a discussion of importance sam-
pling, which is a Monte Carlo integration technique which can be
used to efficiently compute expected values of random variables,
including expectations regarding the posterior probabilities of la-
tent states or parameters. We will then move on to sequential im-
portance sampling, an extension of importance sampling which
allows for efficient computation in sequential inference prob-
lems. After introducing resampling as a means to overcome some
problems in sequential importance sampling, we have all the in-
gredients to introduce a generic particle filter. After discussing
limitations and extensions of SMC, we will conclude with a more
complex example involving the estimation of time-varying learn-
ing rates in a probabilistic category learning task.

1. Importance sampling

Importance Sampling (IS) is a Monte Carlo integration tech-
nique. It can be used to efficiently solve high-dimensional in-
tegration problems when analytical solutions are difficult or

unobtainable. In statistics, it is often used to approximate expected
values of random variables, which is what we will focus on here. If
we have a sample of realizations of a random variable Y , we can
estimate the expected value by computing a sample average. We
do this when we have data from experiments, and it is also the
idea behind basic Monte Carlo integration. Importance sampling is
based on the same idea, but rather than sampling values from the
true distribution of Y , values are sampled from a different distribu-
tion, called the importance distribution. Sampling from a different
distribution can be useful to focus more directly on the estimation
problem at hand, or if it is problematic to sample from the target
distribution. To correct for the fact that the samples were drawn
from the importance distribution and not the target distribution,
weights are assigned to the sampled values which reflect the dif-
ference between the importance and target distribution. The final
estimate is then a weighted average of the randomly sampled val-
ues.

Suppose wewish to compute the expected value of an arbitrary
function f of a random variable Y which is distributed according to
a probability distribution p:

Ep[f (Y )] ,
Z

f (y)p(y) dy.

This is just the usual definition of an expected value (we use Ep
to denote an expectation of a random variable with distribution
p, and the symbol , to denote ‘is defined as’). The function f
depends on what we want to compute. For instance, choosing
f (y) = ywould result in computing the mean of Y , while choosing
f (y) = (y � Ep[f (Y )])2 would result in computing the variance
of Y . It is often not possible to find an analytical solution to the
integral above, in which case we have to turn to some form of
numerical approximation. A basic Monte Carlo approximation is to
draw a number of independent samples from p and then compute
a sample average from these random draws:

Algorithm 1. Basic Monte Carlo integration for an expected value
Ep[f (Y )]



Ejemplo	de	seguimiento	con	filtro	de	
particulas
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aUkBa1zMKv4


